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ABSTRACT

Because of various fiscal crises, the underpinnings of which lie in the economic
downturn ofthe 1990s, many cities have beenforced to resort to personnel cutbacks in order
to balance budgets. No matter whattheterm—^layoffs,downsizing, right-sizing—^the process
is painful, and can have long-term effects on an organization ifhandled incorrectly Driven
by economic causes but controlled by collective bargaining agreements,layoffs are a thorny
problem for cities in crisis.

Various factors affect the methods by which organizations eliminate personnel.
Competing values abound: on one hand, most organizations wish to conduct layoffs in an
equitable manner, which normally calls for sOme sort ofseniority-based layoffplan; on the
Other hand,the organization has a responsibility to both its constituents and to "surviving"
employees,and that responsibility pulls the agency toward a performance-based layoffplan.
Both have advantages and disadvantages which must be carefully considered if an
organization wishes to continue effective operation after downsizing.
This study consists ofliterature research providing background and basic knowledge
on layoff-related issues, and analysis ofdata obtained through a survey ofhuman resources

professionals in SOmid-size Southern California cities. The survey provided information on
the layoffexperiences ofrespondents' cities and the current state ofaffairs pertaining to layoff
policies, procedures and perceptions.
In synopsis,the study concludes that:

•

Nearly all cities have layoff policies in place; cities have responded well to policy
insufficiencies where layoffs are concerned

•

About % of cities' layoff policies are seniority-based, and about Va include both
seniority and performance criteria. The study found no Southern California cities
using a layoffpolicy based strictly on performance.

•

Despite the types of policies actually in place, most managers prefer performancebased plans. Conversely,labor groups strongly prefer seniority-based plans;

•

Procedurally, layoffs are difficult for management to administer, and may require
policy adjustments before or during the process;

•

The type oflayoff plan used by a city is fundamentally a product of management
philosophy, subject to political and collective-bargaining constraints and influences.
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CHAPTER!
THE PROBLEM

Introduction

in the average business week since the beginning of1991,over 11,000 American
workers have learned that they would be losing theirjobs. Since 1991,a year in Which

many theretofore-solid businesses began a downward spiral toward bankruptcy or

wbrkforce reduction,the number oflayoffs rose, peaking in fiscal year 1992-93, before

easing somewhat several years later.^ The restructuring and downsizing ofcorporate
America continue significantly as the twenty-first century approaches.
These wholesale changes in the way the nation's businesses operate have had farreaching effects on government's ability to provide services. As the economy spiraled
downward,so did revenues available for use by government, especially at the local level.
Dwindling revenues have left many cities and counties across the nation entangled in fiscal

crises ofone sort or another. Jurisdictions in states which have passed tax-limitation laws
such as California's Propositions 13 and 218 have been particularly hard-hit. Because of

thesefiscal crises, many cities and counties have been forced to resort to personnel
cutbacks in order to balance budgets.

^Catherine Amst,"Downsizing: Out One Door and In Another," Business Week.
January 22, 1996: N. pag.(online edition)

No matter what the term—layoff, downisizing, right-sizing—the process is painful,
and can have long-term effects on an organization ifhandled incorrectly. Driven by

economic causes but controlled by collective bargaining agreements,layoffs are a thorny
problem for cities in crisis.

Various factors affect the methods by which organizations eliminate personnel.
Competing values abound: on one hand, most organizations wish to conduct layoffs in an
equitable manner, and resort to some sort ofseniority-based layoffplan; on the other

hand,the organization has a responsibility to both its constituency and the"surviving"

employees, and that responsibility can pull an agency toward a performance-based plan.

Both strategies have advantages and disadvantages which must be carefully considered if
an organization wishes to continue effective operation after downsizing.
This study will accomplish the following:

•

Through literature research and interviews, provide background ofand basic

knowledge on issues involving municipal layoffs;
•

Through the survey instrument, determine recent history and the current state of
affairs among a sample ofSouthern Califomia cities with regard to the planning
and implementation oflayoffs;

•

Also through the survey instrument, scrutinize cities' recent layoffexperiences for

indicators that ohe type oflayoffpolicy may be more suitable for cities than
another;

•

Once data are analyzed, determine ifenough mformation exists to construct an

ideal model policy for use by public policy makers.

By examining these aspects ofmunicipal layoffs,it should become evident what
cities haye done correctly, and what they have done incorrectly Learning from the
experiences ofothers can go a long way toward development ofpolicies that will assist in

collective bargaining,reduce liability exposure,and provide for smoother implementation
offuture layoffs, should they be necessary.
The author^ a municipal police manager,chose this topic because ofhis

experiences with layoffs as a practitioner in the public sector. The study is limited to
Southern California cities because ofvarious time constraints, and because ofthe similar
social, legal, political and economic environments in which they operate.
Statement ofthe Problem
The Private Sector

The economic downturn ofthe early 1990s brought huge changes in the American
workforce. Many economists believe that the floundering economy poses as great a threat

to American business as did global competition in the sixties and seventies.^ For example,
forecasts by the Bureau ofLabor Statistics estimate that base closures and the militaryindustrial reduction will result in the loss ofaround 1,300,000jobs by the end of1997.

^Mary Lord,"Where You Can't Get Fired," U.S. News& World Report. 14
January, 1991,46.

and the state's outlook is the worst in the Western U.S.^

Figure 1: Layoffs in the Aiherican workforce by year
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Spurce: Louis Uchitelle and N.R. Kleinfield,"More than 43 Million Jobs Lost, Reaching Every Walk ofLife../' The
New York Times.3 March 1996.A27.

^Ronald Grover,"Big Fizzle in Galiifoitiia? What Economists Thought Was a
Recovery in the Golden State Mav Have Been Qnlv a Mirage"BusinessWeek.29 August
,T994,'28:.:' ..

While national unemployment figures remain low,the impact ofcorporate

restructuring and wholesale layofFs ofAmerican workers is tantamount to an epidemic. In

a week-long series offeature articles in 1996 entitled "The Dowiisizing ofAmerica: A
National Heartache," The New York Times detailed many ofthe complex and emotional
issues involved.'*

Clearly^ widespread layofFs can have significant effects on individuals,families and
communities, where personal dignity is lost, depression is common and movement to

anotherjob market is all too fi-equent.^ They can create disruption in the workplace,
where employees compete with each other for remaining positions, are less loyal to the

organization and work longer hours in a more-stressfixl environment.® And they can have
political and economic consequences, where politicians and community leaders look to

various—and sometimes desperate—^remediesfor salvation.'
Ironically, unemployment figures are seemingly unaffected by this trend toward

downsizing. Studies suggest, however,that while most laid-offworkers will find new
jobs,they will receive lower salaries, and that while companies are laying offemployees,
they are often hiring in greater numbers,again at lower salaries. This indicates that at

^Louis Uchitelle and N.R.Kleinfield,"The Downsizing ofAmerica: A National
Heartache." The New York Times.3 March 1996 through 9 March 1996, AI(each issue).
^Uchitelle and Kleinfield, 5 March 1996, Al.

^UchiteUe and Kleinfield,4 March 1996, A12.
'Uchitelle and Kleinfield,8 March 1996, Al;and Grover,29.

least in part, downsizing in the private sector is"driven by Changing strategies rather than

by lower profits."*
The Public Sector

When compared to the private-sector manager faced with a shrinking budget,the

task ofthe public manager can be described(as is the case in many aspects ofpublic
administration)rather sardonically as"similar, but different." We know that public

administration has adopted practices developed in the private sector, and vice-versa. We
also know that management in the public and private sectors contain both similar and

dissimilar issues, methods and influences.^ One postulate favoring the dichotomy bloc
holds that"public and private management are fundamentally alike in all Mwimportant
aspects

But Bozeman and Straussman challenge the notion that a dichotomy exists:

Our argument is simple: public managers have multiple objectives in
resource management, objectives that sometimes conflict. Among these
objectives, the most prominent are:(1)to increase the amount of
resources,(2)to have stable growth,and(3)to maintain autonomy and
control over resources. Indeed,these are generally the same objectives as
those ofprivate sector managers;they are simply accomplished by
somewhat different Strategies."

SA

Amst,N.pag.

^Charles H.Levine,B. Guy Peters and Frank J. Thompson,Public Administration:
Challenges. Choices. Consequences(Glenview,IL:Scott,Foresman & Co., 1990),273
291.

^'^Vallace Sayre,quoted in Levine,Peters and Thompson,274.
"Barry Bozeman and Jef&ey D. Straussman.Public Managehaent Strategies:
Guidelines for Managerial Effectiveness tSan Francisco: Jossey Bass. 1990), 57.

Regardless ofthe public- vs. private-sector dichotomy debate, events in the private

sector drive much ofwhat occurs in the public sector. As service-oriented employment
replaces manufacturing,there is a shift in revenue generation and a net loss in revenues at
the state and local levels.

Since(unlike many businesses)funding for personal services

can reach 80 percent or more ofthe public agency budget, there may be little else to cut

from the agency's operating expenses.
Moreover, as the state lowers the amount ofrevenues passed on to local
governments,and as the local fiscal picture changes, many cities must reduce their
workforce in order to balance their budgets. Indeed, ofthose U S. cities with populations

over 300,000, more than two-thirds were forced to lay offworkers in FY 1992-93.^" For

many cities, such instability is a new challenge.'^

^^Jeffrey S. Luke, Curtis Ventriss, B.J. Reed and Christine M.Reed,Managing
Economic Development: A Guide to State and Local Leadership Strategies(San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1988), 11-19.

"Donald Axelrod,Budgeting for Modem Government(New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1995), 39.

""American Survey—Local Governments—Sleights ofHand," The Economist.23
January, 1993,28.

"Grover,29.

Often, municipal governments implement alternatives—^sometimes desperate

ones^^—^until layoffs are no longer avoidable These"innovations" can include"cutting
program funds, canceling or deferring capital projects and maintenance; negotiating wage

and benefit concessions from employees;leaving positions unfilled;furloughs; and
implementing early retirement programs."'^ But each wave oflayoffs leaves cities with

fewer such innovations to rely upon.'*
While innovation and coping strategies are more prevalent at local levels of

government, and while most citizens prefer that government programs be administered at
the local or state levels,there is still a widespread disaffection toward taxes with which to

pay for such programs.'' And the situation is worse for cities in states such as California,
Massachusetts, Oregon and Colorado,each ofwhich has seen tax-limitation measures
passed. There, such states are increasingly unable to pass funds through to local

'^Locally, the author has observed such desperate measures as annual budgets with
huge deficits; widespread use ofone-time revenues for continuing expenditures;

obliteration ofunallocated reserves; and the ethically-questionable practice ofallowing
large developers to specify a planner favorable to their projects by paying the planner's
salary to avoid his/her layoff.

'^Jonathan Walters,"The Downsizing Myth," Governing. May 1993: 30-35.
'*Ibid., 30.
"Howard Gleckman and Susan B. Garland,"Downsizing Government," Business
Week,23 January, 1995,2(online edition).

goveniments.^® These factors point to the unmistakable conclusion that governments at
many levels will continue to suffer fiscal crises which will result in the need to cut services

and reduce the work force in order to balance budgets.
Methods by Which Cities Eliminate Personnel
Cutbacks in services and personnel add a significant increase to the workloads of
most managers in the organization, and to key departments, most notably human resources

or personnel departnients. Although driven by dwindling revenues,layoffpolicies in
California cities are subjectto collective bargaining agreements—-or at least to meet-and

confer sessions prior to enactment ofthe policies^^—and may pose problems for
administrators who arrived on the scene after the adoption ofpolicies which restrict cities'
options.

Organizations implementing personnel cutbacks face competing values:
1.

Ifthe agency is to maximize savings realized through downsizing, managers should

be able to implement the ciits quickly. Attendant policies should be objective,
equitable(to minimize process-delaying grievances), and easily-iinplemented.

Seniority-based layoffplans(last-hired,first-fired) have greater utihty in these
aspects.

^"American Federation ofState, County and MunicipalEmployees Public Policy
Department,"When Rules Replace Reason: Why Tax and Spending Limits Aren't Getting
Us Good Government,"(Internet: http://www.afscme.org/afscme/pol-leg/rules.htm,
1994), 1-8.

^^Califomia Mevers-Milia.s-Brown Act. Government Code, sec. 3500-3510.
(Internet: http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi.bin/waisgate).

2.

Ifthe agency places significant emphasis on responsibilityto its constituency,it
must consider the niake-up ofthe post-layoffworkforce Layoffpolicies should

focus on the productivity and abilities ofworkers,so that the most-efficient
workers survive the cuts. Productivity-based layoffplans are more effective in

these aspects.
3;

By the time downsizing becomes necessary, agencies should already have
concluded collective bargaining sessions and have a well-considered layoflFpolicy

in place. Without such a policy, agencies are faced with lengthy and painful
bargaining sessions which will delay the implementation oflayoffs, thereby costing
the agency funds it can ill-afford to lose.
Research Questions and Assumptions

1

What is the current state ofaffairs with regard to municipal layoffs in Southern
California? What types ofpolicies are in use?

2.

Where layoffs have occurred, what policy and procedural issues were involved?

3.

Were policy changes necessary, and ifso, when were they made,and how
problematic were the meet-and-confer sessions?

4.

Are there ethical or equity issues involved?

a.

Who are the stakeholders, and were trade-offs involved?

5.

Whatfactors explain the types oflayoffsystems used by respondent agencies?

6.

Is one type ofplan more suitable? Can a useful model be constructed?

7.

Is this any more than a political question or collective bargaining issue?

10

Significance ofthe Study

This studyis designed to provide policy-makers with the current state ofaffairs in
some ofthe cities in Southern California, with regard to downsizing policies and

experiences. It should give managers a head start on resolving areas ofpotential liability,

so that effective policies can be in place before layoffs become an issue. Finally, ifenough
data exist, the study may provide a model policy for future use by managers.
Scope and Limitations ofthe Study

While layoffpolicies are a relatively narrow aspect ofthe total public
administration picture,they can become critically important, and have long-term effects,
when a public agency is faced with the unenviable task ofeliminating positions.
This study is limited to cities as the author is a municipal police manager,therefore

the scope ofthe study lies within his field ofinterest. It is further limited to mid-size cities
in Southern California due to the similar social,legal, political and economic environments

in which they operate. Some related topics, such asEEOC requirements, grievance

procedures, and the mechanics ofthe collective bargaining process are closely connected
to the subject area, but werejudged too broad for scrutiny in this work.
Definition ofKey Terms

Bumping Rights(or"Retreat Rights"!: The privilege ofa laid-offemployee to fill the

position ofanemployee with less seniority, usually in the same career ladder. The
newly-displaced employee may in turn have bumping rights ofhis/her own,which
can lead to multiple and complex re-iterations ofthe bumping process.

11

Career Ladder:

Jobs with similar functions which fall within a normal promotional

progression. One such group could be: Administrative Clerk I, Administrative

Clerk II, Secretary,Department Secretary,Executive Secretary.
Performance-Based LayoffProcedure:

A procedure based on thejob performance ofat-

risk employees, measured according to the results ofperformance reviews and

department or classification ranking. Such factors as ability andjob performance
generally override seniority in determining the order oflayoff.
Seniority-Based LayoffProcedure:

Sometimes referred to as"last-hired, first-fired,"

this procedure is generally based on the employee's time in service, measured fi-om
the employees hire date Depending on the needs ofthe organization, seniority

may also be measured within current grade or position level.

Suitability ofLayoffPolicy:

There are a great many factors one might consider and

apply whenjudging the suitability ofa layoffpolicy, much ofwhich is subjective.

For purposes ofthis study,a layoffpolicy is deemed"more suitable" for use by
cities if:

•

It is in place well in advance ofcutbacks;

•

It has been reached in good faith through the collective bargaining process and is
properly documented in the city's personnel rules or memoranda ofunderstanding;

•

Bumping is minimized so as to facilitate quick implementation oflayoffs and
reduce re-iterations ofthe bumping process;

^^Michael Cross U.S. Corporate Personnel Reduction Policies(Durham:Durham

UBS,1973j, 16.
12

It efFectivdy reduces employee unrest, grievances and litigation;
It addresses the agency's clientele ^d workers who survive the layoffprocess.

13

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Availability ofLiterature

While most libraries, especially academic libraries, have a profusion ofhuman
resource material, much ofthat dealing with policy evaluation is dated. Layoffs became a
serious human resources issue in the public sector after 1990. Because layoffs were not a
major issue during earlier years, Uttle has been written to help public administrators deal

with issues such as maintaining EEOC requirements during layoffepisodes, how best to
reduce liability exposure, etc.
Here,research material is grouped along the aforementioned policy lines
(performance- and seniority-based systems), with the understanding that hybrid systems do
exist. A few policies are examined in detail; those ofsome other agencies are examined
stHctly for relevant content in the limited scope ofthis study,

f

Seniority-Based LayoffPlans
In some organizations, especially those where layoffplans are part ofthe labor

agreement or the current policy is especially dated, seniority may be the exclusive
consideration when layoffs occur. The City ofSanta Monica's layoffpolicy is clear and

concise: "All layoffs shall be governed by seniority in the reverse order ofemployment.

14

Re-employment shiall be in the reverse order ofthe layoffs."^ The author's research
uncovered a number ofpolicies similar to that ofSanta Monica—in which seniority is the
sole basis for determining order oflayoff-—but seniority considerations are also present in
hybrid plans.

General Characteristics ofSeniority-Based LayoffPlans
Notification

Affected employees are generally entitled to about ten working days notification

prior to layoff. Recognized employee bargaining groups are provided with a copy ofthe
layoffplan early in the process.
Order ofLayoff

Layoffs among regular employees are made on the basis ofseniority. In the event

ofa tie between two or more employees,some tie-breaker may be employed,such as

determination by the department head or city manager.
Often, before any reduction in the work force ofregular employees occurs, policies

or bargmning agreements may require that all extra-help, seasonal,temporary, provisional,

prohationary or other individuals without regular status in the affected classification be
released. Employees may be required to meet minimum qualifications and other

requirements ofany positions they fill by exercising bumping rights.
In many cases, regular employees whose positions have been deleted are allowed

to exercise their options,in order ofseniority,to bump into any one ofthe filledjunior

23

Santa Monica. CA.Municipal Code 11948). art. XI,sec 1109.

15

classifications within the career ladder or into a position they previously held, even if
outside their current career ladder They are generally placed on a re-employment list for

the position they formerly held, but policy varies fi^om city to city, especially in the area of
bumping rights. For example,in Fontana,ifan employee elects not to bump into such a

position, or ifbumping results in an assignment which the employee considers to be
undesirable,the employee may request a leave ofabsence, and placement on the re

employment list for their old position.^'*
Similarly, in Rialto, displaced employees are placed on a re-employment list for

their old position, but employees who havejob performance ratings ofsatisfactory or
better receive re-hire preference over those employees with sub-standard evaluations,
without regard to seniority. Moreover, after a Rialto city worker has been laid offand

elects to bump into a lower classification, they are exempt from any fiirther layoff.
However,ifan employee promotes out ofa bargaining group,they lose any bump-down

rights back into the group,should their higher position be eliminated.^®
Exceptions to Order ofLayoff

Most government agencies have positions staffed by individuals with special
qualifications or experience. In those Cases, policies may allow a department head or
executive to petition for an exception to the order oflayoff, usually to the legislative body

(city council). Interested parties may be allowed to address the legislative body, and

^''City ofFontana. LayoffProcedures. 3.
^®City ofRialto,"LayoffProcedure," July 95-June 97 Memorandum of
Understanding. Art. 37,25-29.

16

usually the decision ofsuch body is final, although any involuntary separation from service
can invite redress through the courts.
Employees' Rights While on LayoiT
Ifvacancies occur, employees are generally allowed to return to their former
positions, or similar positions, in inverse order oflayoff. Lives ofsuch re-employment
lists vary, but are typically one to two years. Additionally, laid-oflfworkers are often

afforded initial consideration for appointment to vacant positions within their previous
department or classification, even though they are outside the classification formerly
held.''

Advantages ofSeniority-Based Plans
Seniority-based layoffprocedures encourage and add value to employee stability

and loyalty, especially fi"om the perspective ofthe employee. They also provide a measure
ofjob security for the most senior employees, which is ofcritical importance to both

FLSA-exempt and non-exempt employees."
Employees with long tenure in the organization help provide corporate memory
and important continuity in providing service to the community. Cities with large

"Loretta D.Foxman and Walter L.Polsky,"Layoffs: Selecting Who Stays and
Who Goes,"Personnel Journal 67.9(1988):6-7.

"Job security placed first among other concerns,including issues such as
compensation,job satisfaction, dependent care, recognition, career advancement, etc., in
separate 1996 polls ofexempt and non-exempt employees conducted by the human
resources consulting firm ofStrategic Outsourcing,Inc. John D.Erdlen,"Job
Security—#1 Concern ofMost American Workers,"(Internet,
http.//www.monster.com/jobsecur.htm: 2February, 1996),N. pag.
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turnovers oflong-time employees experience a greater number ofcontinuity-of-service

problems. Seniority-based plans are also simpler and generally more objective in their

implementation-^most hire dates are firmly established,^* and they are not muddied by
complex and debatable performance appraisal systems.

Ohio State UniversityEconomics Professor Patricia B.Reagan raises the issue of
training as well. In her complicated mathematical model ofhuman capital and layoffby
inverse seniority, she concludes that;

All workers live through three periods ofwork life. In the first
period,they are inexperienced. At the end ofthat period the workers
probabilistically acquire a fixed amount offirm-specific human capital that
makes them equally productive in the remaining two periods oftheir lives.
Experienced workers train new hires and transmit to them their firmspecific human capital Ifexperienced workers compete for scarcejobs
with the workers whom they train,they will sabotage the training process.
Therefore, a layoffpolicy based entirely or partially on seniority deters
sabotage and is more eflBcient than a purely wage-based layoffpohcy.^^
Disadvantages ofSeniority-Based Plans
One ofthe major disadvantages ofemphasizing seniority is that less-competent

employees receive the same rewards and security as those who are more competent.
Hence,there is less incentive for employees in a distressed work environment to perform
to their fullest capacity.

^*CityManagerHenry Garcia ofAzusa,interview by author, 13 January, 1997,
Azusa, CA.

^^atricia B, Reagan,"On-the-Job Training,Layoffby Inverse Seniority, and the
Incidence ofUnemployment." Journal ofEconomics and Business 44(1992): 317-324.

18

Also,there is serious concern about disparate impact'" on women and minority
workers, who often have less time on thejob,'^ and are therefore likely to be the first
employees laid off. One suggested remedy is the coding ofemployee information to allow
ranking ofemployees by persons who will be uninfomied as to their names,races, sexes,

etc.'^ This may not be equitable in organizations ofseveral hundred employees or fewer,
since a ranking panel would likely be able to connect names and positions.

The Supreme Court has rendered decisions in two cases with disparate impact
themes. In a classic no-win situation, the City ofMemphis was named in a reverse-

discrimination action after skirting its own seniority-based layoffpolicy in order to retain
i\v[Qemimn\y yNorker% whowere hired under acourt-orderedcomentdecree?^ The
court held that"it is inappropriate to deny an innocent employee the benefits ofseniority

in order to remedy the misdeeds ofthe organization.""^

'""Disparate impact" refers to the rejection for employment,placement or
promotion ofa significantly higher percentage ofa protected class when compared to a
non-protected class Disparate impact during layoffs refers to the disproportional
displacement ofa protected class, who likely were hired in greater proportions in more
recent years. Arthur W.Sherman,Jr and George W.Bohlander. Managing Human
Resources(Ohio; South-Westem, 1992), 151; and Thomas T. Vogel, Jr.,"Job Ax

Wounds Blacks In Government—Growing Wave ofLayoffs Has Disproportionate
Effect." Wall Street Journal. 25 August 1995: A2.

'^Sherman and Bohlander, 151.
'^Foxman and Polsky,6

^^Firefighters'Local1784 v. Stotts, 467 U.S.561(1984),in Ronald D. Sylvia,
Public Personnel Administration tBelmont. CA: Wadsworth, 1994), 89.
89-90.
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In the second case,a plan requiring race-proportional layoffs which was negotiated
by management and union members, was rejected by the Court. Drawing a distinction

between innocent victims(in this case, whites)ofdiscriminatory practices in hiring and
those in layoffs. Justice Powell wrote:

In casesinyolving valid///n«g goals,the burden to be borne by
innocent individuals is difliised to a considerable extent among society

generally. Though hiring goals may burden some innocent individuals,they
simply do not impose the same kind ofinjury that layoffs impose. Denial of
a future employment opportunity is not as intrusive as loss ofan existing

job:^^
Additionally,the bumping rights afforded employees by most seniority-based layoff
policies generally require layer upon layer ofnotifications and transfers, which can extend
a seemingly-simple processfor months. In One downsizing episode, an agency was cutting
only 16 positions, butfour months later 70 employees' positions had been affected by the
layoffs and subsequent bumping.^®
A strident opponent ofbumping rights, Maryland's Secretary ofPersonnel Hilda

Ford says that"bumping is a very complex and lengthy processthat becomes so costly
that it eats up potential savings. It'sjust not an efficient way to act."^'
The complexity ofthe bumping process in a seniority-based layoffpolicy is

demonstrated in a"LayoffPohcy Handbook"issued by the City ofGlendale's Personnel

^^Wygantv. Jackson BoardofEducation, 106 S. Ct. 1842(1986),in Sylvia,90.

^^Jonathan Walters,"Jobs That Go Bump in the Night," Governing April 1997,
28-30.

"Hilda Fordj quoted in Walters,"Myth",32
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Division. In this document,it takes twenty-sevenpagesto explain the city's layoff

policy.^^ Nonetheless,the handbook is a comprehensivelook at a seniority-based layoflf
plan, and is included as Appendk A ofthis study.
Perifbrtna^

Where performance,rather than seniority, is the primary consideration in layoff
policy, other factors are involved.
General Characteristics ofPerformance-Based Plans
Notification

Employees are given notice oflayoffin advance oftermination, with the proposed
date ofternhnation listed.
LayoffProcedure

In perfornaancedjased plams, suchfactors as ability and fitness take precedence

over seniority in deternaining layoffs. Generally,employees are seiected for layoff
according to subjective criteria such as performance reviews, comparative abilities to

perform tasks, specialized skills and education, and fUture worth to the organization.
Not surprisingly,the equitable identification ofsuch factors as these can be

problematic. In an innovative plan,the University ofColorado at Denver has developed a
"LayoffMatrix Process" wherein three years ofperformance ratings and "business

necessity^'(importance ofthe position to the employer,as evaluated by vice-chancellors)

^^City ofGlendale Personnel Division. LayoffPolicy Handbook. 1 July, 1993,1
27.

'®Cross, 17.
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are each scored and given equal weight in the find determination There hre a series of
tie-breakers, which include: administration ofthe layoff "in such a way as to minimize

underutilization;" making the layoffin the area ofthe vice-chancellor who initiated the
original layoff(which could be referred to as the"serves you right" clause); and finally
40

Chiefamong their advantages is emphasis on performance, and the organizational
benefits which accompany that emphasis. Given the varied performance levels of
individual employees,it follows that when an agency lays offemployees,the agency will
be proportionally more efficient ifit keeps its most competent employees and lays off
those with a history ofpoor performance or disciplinary actions.

: By its very nature,the performance-based plan should fall more closely within

EEOC guidelines,in that equal employment opportunity practices have been more

effective in recent years and a seniority-based plan can decimate recent gains.'" However,
it remains very important for developers ofthe layoffplan to ensure its fairness, especially
in

ofthsFirefighters'LocalwaA.JacksonBoard ofEducation cases mentioned

earlier.

'^"Georgia Lesh-Laurie, Chancellor. LayoffMatrix Process(Denver: University of
Colorado,Internet: http://cudenver.edu/public/chr/chrindex.html, 1995), 1-2.
Sylvia, 133.
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Disadvantages ofPerformance-Based Plans

The overriding concern ofsuch plans is their fairness. This often comes down to
the question ofwhether the agency's performance appraisal system is accurate and
equitably applied;ifnot, grievances and civil litigation may result. Research indicates that

many personnel ttianagers do not have strong confidence in the performance appraisal

processes oftheir own organizations,'*^ and that normally,layoffs were not an issue when
most personnel policies—including their accompanying performance appraisal

systems—^were formulated.'*^ Many argue that"pefformance appraisal as a method of
studying what an employee(or team)has accomphshed in the past is expensive, has

limited value, and may even be dysfunctionalforimproving future performance.'"*'*

'*^Gary E.Roberts,"Municipal Government Performance Appraisal System
Practices:Is the Whole Less Than the Sum ofits Parts?,"PubUc Personnel Management
24(Summer, 1995): 212-15.

'*^Rebecca D.Eisen,;^'Dealing \wth Downsizing: What to Do Now to Prepare for a
Possible Layoff,"(Internet: http://www.brobeck.com/sslitle/88.htm, n.d.), 1-3.
'*^7\rie Halachmi."From Performance Appraisal to Performance Targeting."Public
Personnel Management 22(Summer. 19931: 323-44.
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Further,there is evidence that there can be racial,'^^ gender,'^ social and organizational
biaseis which affect the fairness ofperformance appraisals.
In practice,formal performance appraisals can have various weaknesses:
•

Rater-bias, subjectivity and prejudicial issues, as indicated above;

•

Performance ratings are sometimes notjob-related, with performance standards

developed throughjob analysis;
•

Frequently, supervisors receive little or no training in how to use the appraisal
forms correctly;

•

ifratees mistrust the evaluation system,their hostility can result in reluctance by

raters to use the system to its fullest advantage, which further erodes the trust;'^*
•

The writing ability ofsupervisors can affect the appraisals they write

Where problems such as these exist, performance-based layoffprocedures do not

promoteloyalty or stability among employees,especially where layoffs are imminent.

'^Wogel, A2.

^^Todd J Maurer and Mary Anne Taylor,"Is Sex by ItselfEnough? An
Exploration ofGender Bias Issues in Performance Appraisal." Organizational Behavior
and Human Decision Processes 60 tNovember. 19941: 231-51.

''^Performance ratings are biased to a statistically-significant degree by ratee
seniority. Michael M.Harris,David E. Smith and Denise Champagne,"A Field Study of
Performance Appraisal Purpose: Research- Versus Administrative-Based Ratings,"
Personnel Psychology 48YSpring. 19951: 151-58.

"^Gary E.Roberts,"Maximizing Performance Appraisal System Acceptance:
Perspectives From Municipal Government Personnel Administrators,"Public Personnel
Management 23(Winter. 1994i:i 525-42.
"Personal observations ofthe author.
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Also,the training-sabotage problem addressed earlier can exist and serve to retard the on
going training process.

Finally,the collective bargaining process surrounding the formulation of

performance-based and hybrid plans can be quite painful to an organization. From 1994
to 1996,the City ofFontana and several labor groups were involved in protracted and
sometimes unpleasant negotiations in an attempt by the city to implement a performance

based—or atminimum a hybrid—layoffplan. The observations ofsome ofthe players in
that process convey their concerns well:
From the labor perspective, workers are concerned about the fairness ofany

performance-based plan, and are quick to point out that perceived inequities in day-to-day
operations can easily be expected to spill over into layoff-versus-retention decision-making
by management. Unions agree that in a perfect world, performance should have some

weight in layoffprocedures, but add that the inequities involved make such plans
unworkable.^"

Conversely, management is fundamentally concerned with productivity, and is

inclined to de-emphasize claims ofongoing inequities, even in the face ofa considerable
body ofevidence. But management also senses the destructive nature ofprolonged
negotiations over this issue. Since these negotiations often take place in distressed
organizations already taking morale-draining steps to save costs in other areas such as

salaries and benefits,they can be particularly stressful. Moreover,they can cause rifts

^"Anna K. Aldrighetti, negotiating team member representing a group ofnonsworn police employees,interview by author,21 February, 1996,Fontana, CA.
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between members ofthe top executive staffs ofthe agency,each ofwhom may have
divergent opinions on how the crisis at hand should be resolved, exacerbating the
problem.

Azusa Gity Manager Henry Garcia credits his demonstrated concern for the

welfare ofcity employees, while demanding outstanding effort from them,as chiefamong

the reasons for his success to date. Although Azusa has not experienced layoffs, he feels

theinequities ofa productivity-based plan make it self-destructive, and attempts to create
such a plan would hurt his credibility. He feels that as much as possible, issues with

problem employees should be addressed during the noimal conduct ofbusiness rather than
in times ofcrisis.

Hybrid LayoffPlans

Most layoffplans, no matter how perfonhance-oriented, give some degree of

consideration to seniority.

These hybrids can be extremely complex,as would be the

case ifa seniority"tie-breaker" was added to the UC Denver example above, or as simple
as in the Town ofBethel, Maine:

Ifthere are changes in responsibilities in municipal service,lack of
work or lack offunds,the Town Manager may lay offemployees; however,

the Town Manager shallfirst make every reasonable effort to integrate

these employees into another department by transfer When layoffs are
required,the Town Manager shall base the decision on relative merit, and

^ ■ Arlene F.Peasnall,(then)Gity ofFontana Human Resources Director,interview
by author,21 February, 1996,Fontana, GA.

^^Garcia,interview by author.
"Sherman and Bohlander, 150
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shall give due consideration to seniority in the town service where the
employees'qualifications and merit are relatively equal.
The City ofGarden Grove, California, has a very complicated hybrid layoffplan
which involves a 7-step process for each position eliminated. Afi:er determining the
number ofpositions to be eliminated in aparticular classification, a simple ranking is

done in the categories ofseniority and competency,and the lowest-ranked employees are
eliminated.

For example,ifthree employees held the classification ofcustodian and one
position was to be eliminated,the three employees would be ranked fi^om 1 to 3 in both
seniority and competency, as determined by the head ofthe department. Their rankings

are then averaged,as in the calculations below,taken fi"om a Garden Grove Memorandum
of Understanding:

Employee

Seniority

Competency

Average

Ranking

Ranking

Ranking

■v-; +

, ; 1

A.:
■

B

C- ', .

■

2

;. 3 '

\

•

■

2

(3-2)=

I'A

.3

(5^2)=

21/2

(4^)=

2

1

In this scenario. Employee B would be eliminated, and if bumping into a lower
classification, would be given a competency factor equal to the average for the new

'"Bethel, ME, PersonnelRules and Regulations (1990), sec. 11.
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classification. This policy assigns the determination ofcompetency ranking to the
department head.
■

■

■

■■

\

The Gity ofMoreno Valley, California has adopted a hybrid layoffplan which
considers the most recent performance evaluation, disciplinary actions or commendations,

seniority and,in the event ofa tie, preference for military veterans.^® Moreno Valley's
policy is included as Appendix B ofthis study.

^^City ofGarden Grove."LayoffProcess." Memorandum ofUnderstanding 1994
%,Art. VIII, 30-31.

'^City ofMoreno Valley,"Layoffs/Reduction-in-Force/Recall,"Personnel Rules.
sec. 3.45, 23-26.
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;;V;CHAPTER;3';V;.:;f: ■
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Design

1, Los

Angeles, Orange,Riverside, San Bemardino, San Diego, Santa Barbara and Ventura. Of

the 34, data was obtained from 30. The cities ranged in population from nearly 38,000(El
Centro)to over 151,000(Garden Grove).
Initially, the author prepared a list ofcities from the above counties containing the

names ofall cities with populations between 45,000 and 200,000. Cities with populations

the exception ofEl Centro. Since there were no cities in Imperial County meeting the size
requirements,the author arbitrarily chose to include El Centro,its largest city, in the final
list ofcities to be surveyed.

Ninety-one cities met the initial population and geographic criteria. From those,

29 cities were selected at random tojoin El Centro on the final list of30. The initial
selection of29 cities, however,included no cities from either Santa Barbara or Ventura

counties. Since the author preferred that each county be represented,two cities were
removed at random from the list of30,and names ofcities drawn again from the large list.
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at random,until one from each ofthe two unrepresented counties were encountered.

Those two cities—Santa Barbara and Simi Valley—^brought the final list back to 30.
During the survey,the author encountered substantial difficulties in contacting
representatives from four cities. These difficulties arose from apparent lack oftime or
interest on the part ofthe respondents, and the author chose not to pursue unwilling
respondents. These four cities—Irvine, Carson,Pasadena and Torrance—were replaced

with four others, again chosen at random from the large list.

Respondent cities and their populations" are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Respondent cities and their populations, by county

Imperial
El Centro

37,800

Los Angeles
Alhambra
Azusa

Downey
El Monte
Glendale
Lancaster
Pomona

Santa Clarlta
West Covina
Whittier

Rancho Cucamonga

Orange

88,500
45,100
97,600
113,300
193,500
121,000
139,800

122,100
Garden Grove 151,400
Mission Viejo 89,900
Orange
119,700
Westminster
82,500

Fullerton

San Diego
Escondido

Riverside

99,500
52,600

Corona
Hemet

Moreno Valley 133,400

Oceanside
San Marcos

118,300
147,200
48,100

Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara

129.900

101,900
82,500

Rialto
Victorville

115,900
80,300
60,000

89,400

San Bernardino

63,400
105,300
142,200

Chino
Fontana

Ontario

Ventura

Simi Valley

103,200

Population source: Demographic Research Unit, California Department ofFinance

"California Department ofFinance Demographic Research Unit,Report 96 E-1:
Population Estimates for California Cities and Counties(Sacramento: State ofCalifornia,
1996),N. pag. Available at Internet: http://www.dof.ca.gov/html/Demograp/96e-l.xls.
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There are a few research questions which were purposely not addressed by direct
survey questions, but answers for which were anticipated in narrative responses to some

ofthe qualitative survey questions. For example,one ofthe research questions asks if

ethical or equity issues are involved in layoffdecisions; survey questions such as those

asking about difficult issues to resolve during layoffs and largest current policy problem
should have(and did)yield evidence to assist in the answering ofthe research question.
The author was aware that the preliminaryinformation contained in Chapter 1 of
this report—definitions and examples—could be augmented by policies obtained through

the data gathering process. Where interviews disclosed pohcies ofinterest or policies
which niight help fi-ame a model,respondents were requested to forward a copy to the
author.
Research Limitations

While the scope ofthis project(mid-size cities)limited the number ofcities to be
surveyed,there were some other limitations to the research. Because the survey targeted

senior staffmembers,respondents were sometimes difficult to contact. The author

estimates that each response took an average ofthree phone calls to contact an
appropriate staffmember who had the time and inclination to respond.
The number ofphone calls required to complete the survey further limited the
number ofcities surveyed. Whether the numbers and types ofresponses yielded enough

data for the results ofthe survey to be statistically significant will be explored in Chapter
4. . ^

■
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Sources ofData

Most ofthe data sought were either historical in nature or required the perceptions
and considered opinions ofthe respondents. Therefore, senior staffmembers in the human

resources departments were the targeted survey group. In several cases, even senior staff
members were reluctant to discuss the topic with the author, and referred the author to the
director)

During his years in public service,the author has observed that department heads
in general—-and personnel directors in particular—have a high degree ofturnover, hence

the author's preference to contact senior staffmembers,who have often been employed by
the city for a longer period than the director. In all cases, however,the respondents who

participated were quite aware oftheir cities' la^yoffhistories, and well-informed about the
topic in general.
Data Gathering Methods

The data were gathered by means ofa telephone survey conducted by the author

The survey instrumentis described below;it was prepared by the author and approved for
use by the project advisor.
Because ofthe non-experimental nature ofthis project, there were no pre- or posttest groups. Due to its narrow scope and the limited number ofcities to be surveyed, no

preliminary sub-sample testing was done,and no test/retest reliability coefficients were
drawn by repeated sub-sample testing. Nonetheless, all indications are that the
respondents provided honest, responsible answers and it is the author's opinion that the
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survey results are valid and reliable insofar as the respondents' observations are
concerned.

Description ofSurvey Instrument

The two-page survey instrument contained 16 questions. Eleven were closed-

ended questions,including six yes-no questions,four multiple-choice and one Likert scale.
The remainder were open-ended, and the responses later coded by me.
Several questions asked for the respondent's observation ofthe preferences of

others, e g.,"Did employees view this procedure as fair?" Therefore,it is important that
the reader keep in mind that the survey instrumentsought the observations of

management or management-orientedstaffmembers,and that the opinions oflabor
groups are not represented in the survey.

The first 3 survey questions, dealing with the type oflayoffpolicy in place(ifany)

and the type ofpolicy, were asked ofall respondents. Likewise, questions 12through 16,
which address types oflayoffplans some stakeholders would prefer and how current plans

might beimproved, were also applicable to all respondents. Questions 4through 11,
which seek historical datafrom those cities who have experienced downsizing, were asked
only ifrespondents gave a response of"yes"to question 3;"Has your city experienced
layoffs in the past 10 years?"

A copy ofthe survey instrument is included as Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Presentation ofData

Survey Results

The data obtained during the survey are presented here, along with pertinent
comments and observations ofthe author:

Ql: Do yon currently have a layoff procedure in place?
Yes:30

No:0

Surprisingly, this question took a bit ofinterpretation. Two communities
(Lancaster and Victorville) have policies which authorize the City to lay offemployees,

but offer no procedures or guidelines as to how they are to arrive at the order oflayoff.
Q2: IfYesj what type of policy?
Seniority-based:

20

Performance-based:

0

Hybrid:
Other:

9
2 (Lancaster and Victorville, as listed above)

The figures total 31 due to a split in one city: Santa Barbara's rank-and-file

employees have a seniority-based plan, while supervisors have a hybrid plan.

A number ofstaffmembers replied that their cities had performance-based policies
but later review ofthe policy by the author revealed a seniority component as well, which
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was interpreted for purposes ofthis study as a hybrid plan. Where this occurred,the
response was coded correctly. Although not included in the survey, when asked why a
city had a certain type ofpolicy,the respondents replied either that the policy was in place
when they began work for their employer,or was arrived at through collective bargaining.
The author used a strict definition to categorize the layoffplans; any seniority
components, no matter what the relative value,in an otherwise performance-based layoff
plan resulted in a hybrid Coding. This swung both ways:in Moreno Valley, seniority is the

third consideration behind two performance aspects which heavily outweigh the seniority
aspect; in El Centro,"retention points" are awarded for positive performance to offset

seniority in calculating the order oflayoff, but during the actual layoffprocedure,the
retention points made no difference whatsoever.
Q3: Has your city experienced layoffs in the past 10 years?
Yes: 16

No: 14

Two cities lost positions through attrition but had not actually laid offemployees

from those positions. These were coded as"no" answers, since layoffpolicies had not
been a factor in the action.

Questions 4 through 11 were asked only ofthe 16 respondents who indicated

they'd experienced layoffs in the past ten years:

^^Personnel Manager Douglas G.Detling ofEl Centro,telephone interview by
author, 31 March, 1997,El Centro, CA.
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Q4: From an administrative standpoint(not the emotional one), please estimate
how difTicult the layoffs were to implement. l=easy 10=excruciating
Responses:

0

1

1

2

0

0

3

Likert Scale: 1——2~—3—^-4—~5—-6—~7

3

4

8

9—^-10

2

Twelve of 16 respondents gave scores of7 or higher. One respondent gave a

score of12,and attributed that score to the complicated nature ofthat city's layoff
procedure. His response was coded as a 10.

Here,the mean response is 7.125, with a standard deviation of2.44. The data

received for this question are examined further in the iiext section ofthis chajpter:
Q5: Was there a layoff procedure in place prior to implementation?
Yes: 13

No: 3

Moreno Valley, Orange, and Rancho Cucamonga respondents said their staffs

knew they were facing layoffs but had no policy in place to guide the procedure, and were
therefore obligated to formulate one.
Q6: Did employees view the procedure as fair?
Yes:9

No:7

Several responses to this question and to question 13(aboutlayoffpreferences of

labor groups)indicated a few respondents made conclusions the author questions. These

questions are discussed in the next section ofthis chapter.
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Q7: What type of policy was in place prior to implementation?
Seniority-based:

9

Performance-based:

0

Hybrid:

3

Other:

1

Responses total 13 because ofthe 16 cities with layoffs, Rancho Cucamonga,
Moreno Valley and Orange had no pre-existing policies. The response coded as"other"
was from a city whose pre-existing policy was a convoluted one which called for all other

employees to be laid offbefore any employees represented by the Teamsters lost their

jobs. The Teamsters represented all city hall fahk-and-file workers. Therefore, had that

policy been followed, all city supervisors, managers and public safety employees would be
eliminated prior to a single license clerk or building inspector.
Q8: Was there a need to amend these proceduresjust before or during the
process?
Yes:6

No: 10

Cities amending their layoffplans immediately preceding or during the layoffs
included Moreno Valley, Orange,Rancho Cucamonga,Chino,El Centro and Glendale.
Q9: What were the two most difficult issues to resolve(ifany)during the layoffs?

The responses were coded by the author by categorical grouping, and generally fell
into one ofthe topics listed below. The number ofresponses is also listed by topic, along

with some comments made by the respondents(paraphrased here).

A.

Managementproceduralconcerns(13 comments): Problems with ties in seniority

dates;lots ofconfusion;figuring out the bumping and having to allow each level of
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employee bump down the line was very complicated and took too long;too much

advance notice to workers resulted in some disability claims; hard to decide

employee skills needed for the fixture to select the correct positions to eliminate;
hard to weigh department needs against one another; different wording in MOUs
ofdifferent groups; hard to determine ifbumpers had the qualifications for

positions into which they wanted to bump.
B.

Employee or unionproceduralcomplaints/grievances(5): Several employees
filed grievances over tenns and definitions; employees resented exceptions to the

layoffpolicy made in later waves oflayoffs;no employee negotiating groups
during the first wave,but soon afterward they formed groups
C.

Workload concerns(4): The need to restructure and redistribute work;increased

workload on the survivors;losing our best employees.

D.

Lack ofadequatepolicy(4): The pohcy didn't help us resolve problems about
ties; no policy in place for the first wave oflayoffs.

E

Pain ofthe process(3): We were one big family; it was very painfulto do.

F.

Surviving employee morale concerns(2): It wastough for survivors—^we were
losing good people.

QIO: After the layoffs, did productivity improve?
Yes:2

No: 14

One respondent who answered yes commented that after the first wave oflayoffs,
the employees knew they were not kidding.
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Qll: How?

8 cities responded; pertinent comments

paraphrased here:

•

Employees kept talking about doing a minimaljob

•

It was bad that the layoffs cahie at Christmas. Low morale caused a

decline in productivity
•

There wasjust too much to do

•

Everywhere you looked,one person was doing thejob that three used to
,' do.

•

One city adopted a 4-day 10-hour scheduling plan to alleviate morale

problems(but productivity was not improved)
Q12: What type of plan would management most like to see?
Seniority-based;

9

Performance-based: 14
■ -s" ■

Those responses coded in the category of"Other" each said if"didn't ihatter"
what type ofpolicy their city had.
Q13: What type would labor gronps prefer?
Peiformahce-based:

1

Seniority-based:

26

Hybrid:

3

Other:

0

Twoofthe respondents who listed their response as"hybiid" work at cities with

hybrid policies Their conclusion was based on the fact that the employee groups
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bargained for and ratified use ofhybrid pleins. This logic is discussed in the next section of

Q14: What do you see as the largest current problem with your present policy?
Q15: How would you improve it to meet your city's needs?
These questions are presented together here because ofthe briefresponses they

received. Only six respondents chose to list problemsfor question 14; most felt they had

already covered the issues important to them. Many ofthe responses to question 15 were
to the effect of "fix it," but when asked for specifics had nothing fiirther to offer.
The pertinent responses, paraphrased here,included:

•

We're hampered by MOUs,but it's the only way they can do it(Chino)

•

Problems with interpretation ofdefinitions. They should be clarified where
possible(Corona)

•

Employee rights after layoff, such as reinstatement, are ambiguously
worded. They should be fixed(Fontana)

•

Would change our policy to a performance-based plan(Oceanside)

•

Would add performance measures for layoffplans affecting rank-and-file
workers(Santa Barbara)

•

Policy is vague as to definitions such as"competency" and should be fixed
(Westminster)
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Q16: Are there any other coinments you'd like to make?

Five respondents chose to make comments for this question. Each is listed here

(paraphrased):
•

AsHR Director, it doesn't matter which way it goes(performance- or
seniority-based)—just make it clear(Corona)

•

"Retention points" in the layoffpolicy were supposed to give preference to
the best employees, but they made no difference whatsoever during the

layoffs(El Centro)
•

"I used to be a big proponent ofperformance-based layoffs, but I've
realized it's really a big pain in the butt." (Fullerton)

•

Likes the city's retraining program It allowed many downsized employees
to keep working—e.g.,a building inspector was retrained as a wastewater
station operator(Whittier)

•

Ifthere were some fair way to implement a performance-based plan, then
maybe. Employee perceptions are important(Azusa)

Additionally,the author was prepared to send copies ofthe survey results to
anyone who requested one. None did.
Data Analysis and Observations

Much ofthe data collected in the survey for this project is qualitative in nature, and
is therefore limited to non-parametric statistical examination. Further, many ofthe

cortimpn non-parametric tests(Mann-Whitney C/test; Wilcoxon Ttest;Kntskal-WallisH
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test)each require two or more samples,^'where this study provides only one. Ghi-square
testing is useful for single samples, however, and is applied in this analysis. So although
its utility is somewhat limited, statistical analysis1^ been applied to the data in a few

questions and willbe discussed in detail later in this section.
One important issue is whether the sample population is large enough that the
findings are statistically significant. Common sense tells us thatfrom a total population of
91 mid-size cities, our sample group of30 should, on its face, be statistically significant.
However^ there are complicating factors. The question which gives us the best

data with which to calculate adequate sample size(Q4,with a Likert scale)has only 16

respondents because it yvas a contingency question,^ based on the respondent's answer to
the preceding question Moreover,the responses are spread a bit Over the scale, thereby

increasing the sample standard deviation and skewing the calculated adequate sample size
upward.

So,although Statistical evaluation ofthe data is limited by the data and by the
nature ofthe topic,it is included where applicable More important is that all cities in the

total population had the same chance ofbeing selected for inclusion in the sample group,
with the exception ofEl Centro, as discussed in Chapter 3. Sample groups, by their
nature, do not uniformly mirror the population they represent, but as the sample grows in

'^Robert S. Witte, Statistics.3d ed.(Fort Worth: Holt,Rinehart and Winston,
1989), 373-89 passim.
^"Earl Babbie. The Practice ofSocial Research. 7th ed.(Belmont. CA:Wadsworth.

1995), 148-50.
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size, it also grows in its representation ofthe larger group. For that reason,the author
chose to survey 30 cities, nearly one-third ofthe total population.

Da.ta analysis and observations are presented here in three groupings; the types of
layoffpolicies currently employed by cities surveyed,their layoffexperiences, and layoff
policy preferences.

Current LayoffPolicy Types
All cities surveyed have some sort ofpolicy in place, although afew are clearly

inadequate because they accomplish little more than allowing the city to conduct layoffs.
The surveyfound no cities usinga layoffpolicy basedstrictly on performance. This is

perhaps the most significant finding ofthe study. While seniority-based plans
outnumbered others nearly two-to-one,it is also significant that about one-third ofthe
cities surveyed have performance criteria included in their layoffplans.
It is worth noting that some cities had layoffpolicies contained in labor groups'

memoranda ofunderstanding, while others were found in policy manuals or personnel
rules. While the survey did not address this topic, it became a brieftopic ofdiscussion in a
number ofthe surveys while the respondent was looking for the policy, None ofthe

respondents indicated a preference or need to have the layoffplan in one set ofpolicies
over another.
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LayoffExperiences

Just over halfthe cities surveyed have experienced layoflfs in the past ten years.

Most ofthose had multiple wavesoflayoflFs, and the staffs clearly suffered as they
occurred. Administratively,the layoffs \vere difficult to implement Question 4 was an
attempt to quantify those difficulties, at least insofar as the respondents opinions were

concerned. Responses on the Likert scale employed in this question were heavily
distributed on the"difficult" side;the mean response was 7.125. However,4 ofthe 16

respondents had significantly less difficulty, and their low-end responses spread the sample
standard deviation to 2.44. Still, nearly the entire distribution within 1 standard deviation
ofthe mean is on the difficult side(>5).

The data fi"om Question 4 was also used in an attempt to determine ifthe survey
sample was representative ofthe total population. Using the formulae:

^ ^

z

fit

or

n

\e'

where Eis the allowable error(2.124 for this analysis),zthe z-table score associated with

the degree ofconfidence(.05 here)andsthe sample deviation ofthe survey responses,^^
we attempt to determine the sample size(n)necessary to show that Q4 results are in fact

representative ofthe population,and that it is therefore correct to conclude that layoffs

are diflficult(again,>5 on the Likert scale)for the total population. For this cdculation.

^^Robert D.Mason and Douglas A.Lind. Statistical Techniques in Business and
Economics. 8th ed.(Homewood,IL:Irwin, 1993),320-21
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allowable error has been set at 2.124 to keep the estiniate ofthe true mean above the
Likert scalemid-range value of5.
Continuing,

^ _ .2.920 X 2.44.2
n = 11.25

We round up to 12 and conclude that since the sample size was greater than 12
(there were 16 responses),the sample was large enough to be statistically significant for

this question. Therefore, it is correct to assume that to a 95% degree ofcertainty, ifa

member ofthe total population ofcities experienced layoffs,those layoffs were difficult to
administer. More to the point, it is reasonable to assume that absent policy changes,the

cities are likely to have difficulties in future layoffs, although moderating influences such
as unforeseen innovations or the benefit of"having done it once" have not been calculated
here.

Ofthe 16 cities in the sample group which had experienced layoffs,6(37.5%)

found the need to establish new—or modify existing—layoffpolicies(Q3,Q7). Two
established new policies when it became obvious that layoffs were imminent;the others
modified insufficient or outdated existing policies.
Given the time it takes for controversial meet-and-confer issues to be resolved, and

the time it takes for a city to complete layoffprocedures(most policies call for advance

notice ofvarying lengths), it follows that quick layoffs can help the city achieve its(usual)
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chieflayoffobjeetive:to save money on salaries that are no longer paid and services no
longer deUvered Lengthy delays caused by protracted negotiations and slow procedural
steps can cost cities a significant part ofthose savings, at a time when they can least afford
it. The conclusion is that cities can save hard cash by having effective policies in place.

Protracted negotiations can also affect whether or not procedures are viewed as

fair by employees(Q6) While9ofthe 16 respondents(56.25%)felt employees viewed
the layoffprocedure as fjiir, one must keep in mind that the responses are fi^om the
management perspective, and may not truly represent the labor perspective.
When answering both Q6 and Q13 regarding employees' views ofpolicies, some
respondents made statements to the effect of"they must have thought it was fair—^they
ratified it." Such a response is viewed by the author as either naive or arrogant;it is
common for memoranda ofunderstanding to be ratified despite terms undesirable to labor

groups,in order that labor receive the positive benefits ofthe overall package,or because

labor feels it has negotiated the best deal possible under the circumstances.®'
Assuming that at least 5o/we contracts are ratified despite containing terms

unfavorable to labor,it follows that the labor preferences in many areas may be further
from those ofmanagement than managers are willing to admit.

^'Experience ofthe author,including 15 years oflabor-management negotiation
experience, having represented(at different times)both the labor and management
positions.
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Although the responses to Figure 2:Difficult issues to resolve during layoffs
Q9 (2 issues most difficult to
Management procedural

resolveduring layoffs)did not yield
Labor procedural

data

that

were

amenable

to
Survivor workload

statistical analysis, the results were
interesting from

the

Lack of adequate policy

author's

Pain of the process

perspective. Results are depicted

Survivor morale

in Figure 2.

Adding emphasis to the

0
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8
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14

Source: Survey by author

Q9 data, Q11 addressed post-

layoffproductivity, with only 2of16 respondents indicating an increase. With only 2of
16 respondents indicating that surviving employee morale was among their top 2concerns

during the layoffprocedure(Q9),it follows that while the respondents may have felt

employees were already working at high productivity before the layoffs(as one respondent
explained),there certainly was no significant increase ofproductivity thereafter(QI1).

Policy Preferences

Data fi"om Q12(management's layoffplan preference)and Q13(management's

perspective ofemployees'layoffplan preference)were subjected to Chi-Square(x^)
examination.
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A table offrequencies is constructed:
Table 2; Observed/expected frequencies from Q12,Q13 data
df=3

Performance

Seniority

14

9

Hybrid

Other

'■ 2 . ■■ ■

5' ■ ■

Total
30

Management

: a- . 7.5 :
X :'

;

B

-

17.5

;■ ■ 26':'v

i

,

D

1

30

3- .

30

4

30

8

60

Labor

■ fe

■"

E

■f': 175'

15

G

■ ■ 35

Total
15

■ ,

35'

8

, .

'2'

60

Source: Survey by author

Hypotheses are constructed:

Hq! Maha,gement preferences = labor preferences
Ha! Management preferences # labor preferences

Using a 05 level of significanceand a Table of Critical Values of

7.81is obtained fpr jCcnt- Calculating the

the value of

statistic from the data table using the chi-

square formula yields a calculated statistic of22,02, which greatly exceeds x^g^t and falls

64i

Witte,489:
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into the range ofrejection by a wide margin. We reject the null hypothesis and accept the
alternate hypothesis, concluding that to a 95% level ofconfidence,labor and management
prefer different types oflayoffplans. Returning to the Critical Value Table, we find that
even for a level ofsignificance of.001—which brings us to a 99.9% level ofconfidence,

with a critical statistic of16.27—^the calculated statistic still exceeds x^cnt

the null

hypothesis is again rejected.

These findings assume that management perceptions regarding labor's preferences
are correct; as discussed earlier, labor may feel even stronger disagreement than
management is willing to admit. Ifthat is the case, evidence in favor ofthe alternate
hypothesis is Strengthened even further.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Chapter 1 introduced the reader to the changing economic environment affecting

the private sector, and its public sector ramifications: reduced revenues and the resulting
layoffs. It examines methods by which cities eliminate personnel, outlines the scope ofthis

study, defines key terms and sets forth research questions and assumptions to be addressed
by this project.
In Chapter 2,some ofthe literature available on the subject ofpublic sector layoffs
is reviewed, and the general characteristics ofthe various types oflayoffplans,including
their advantages and disadvantages, are examined. Interviews with several practitioners,

including the perspectives ofboth management and labor, are reported.

Chapter 3 describes the project's research design, data sources, and methods of
data gathering. As an appendix,a copy ofthe survey form used by the author to conduct
a telephone survey ofkey Human Resources personnel in 30 Southern California cities is
included.

Chapter4 presents the data collected during the telephone survey, and an analysis

ofthat data by the author. Although much ofthe data are qualitative, the analysis is
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supported by statistical methods where possible. Some observations ofthe author are also
included.

In Chapter 5,the author will attempt to answer the research questions, discuss
constraints discovered in the study, niake recommendations and discuss the likelihood of

constructing a model policy based on the information learned during the study. The
author will take a look at what the future holds, and make suggestions for future research.
Conclusions

The research questions will be presented here in the order in which they appear in
Chapter 1.

Question 1: What is the current state ofaffairs with regard to municipal layoffs in
Southern California? What types of policies are in nse?
Recognizing that personnel reductions have become a necessary part ofdoing
business for many municipal governments in Southern California, on whole they appear to

have adapted fairly well An overwhelming majority have arrived at a method by which
layoffs are to be conducted, and have written policies in force. In many cities where
existing policies were inadequate, outdated or non-existent,they have been modified or

created through the collective bargaining process.
Seniority-based layoffpolicies are used by about two-thirds ofSouthern
California's mid-size cities^ although there are managers in a majority ofthose cities who

would prefer that perfomiance-based aspects be included Those same managers agree
that most labor groups would prefer to see seniority-based plans.
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Although research indicates that pure performance-based layoffplans are rare,
hybrid plans—^those which use elements ofboth seniority- and performance-based

plans—accountfor nearly all the remaining cities' policies. Characteristics ofthese plans

varyfrom city to city, and include such features as complicated point systems, seniority or
performance "tie-breakers," etc.

Question 2: Where layoffs have occurred,what policy and procedural issues were
involved?

Clearly,the most confounding issues for management in the administration of

layoffpolicies were procedural in nature. Confusion over definitions and bumping rights,
problems caused by lengthy advance notice(such as increased disability claims), and needs

ofthe organization were typical complaints ofthe respondents
Other issues included employee resentment, afew grievances, workload

redistribution concerns and lack ofadequate policy to cover the needs ofthe city.

Surprisingly, concern aboutthe morale ofsurviving employees was rated very low and
may relateto a survey finding that productivity generally did not improve where layoffs
have occurred.

Question 3: Were policy changes necessary,and ifso,when were they made and
how problematic were the meet-and-confer sessions?

Policy changes were necessary in over one-third ofthose cities surveyed who had
experienced layoffs. Changes were made at different points in the various cities'
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processes. These include times ranging from before the layoffs began to after a first wave
oflayoffs and before a second wave.

Meet and confer sessions slow the process but are legally necessary. Research

revealed no indication that collective bargaining processes were any more or less intense
during times oflayoffthan under normal circumstances. There was some indication,
however,that management is able to point to the meet-and-confer sessions to demonstrate

labor's participation in the decision-making process. The form, substance and

effectiveness ofthat participation was not explored.
Question 4: Are there ethical or equity issues involved? Who are the stakeholders,
and were trade-offs involved?

Research found no significant ethical issues connected with the formulation or

administration oflayoffplans. One Human ResourcesDirector who had formerly been a
proponent ofperformance-based plans now prefers a seniority plan because ofthe reduced

level ofdetail involved, while two others professed they did not care what type ofplan

their organization followed This raises an ethical question ofsorts: should a Human
Resources Director simply administer the city's plan in an objective fashion, or should the

director attempt to influence the decision-making process?
Likewise,there were no significant trade-offs disclosed by the research One city

changed its employeesto a 4-day, 10-hour scheduling plan to offset layoff-related morale

problems, but only after thelayoffs had occurred.
On the other hand,stakeholders and equity issues abound. Stakeholders include:
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Dieparting members ofthe organization's staff;they are soon-to-be unemployed or
must bump into lesser-paying positions;

Staffofallied departments ofthe organization(such as the Human Resources
i/in;

addition to their day-to-day tasks;
The organization's constituency, who suffer the service and response-time cuts;
Local council members, who must face that constituency and bear the political
ramifications;

ramificatictos.:^::;-'

Equity issues can be problematic where performance-based policy elements are in
place;

oUthned in Chapter 2,performance nifeasures are highly subjective and can be

affected by any number ofnon-perforihance-related factors,each ofwhich conflict with a
fair layoffpolicy. Although the"fairness" ofa layoffplan cannot be guaranteed,fairness is

exposure. To limit grievances and civil litigation, it isimportant that any layoffplan be
equitably applied.
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Qiiestioii 5: Whatfactors explain the types oflayoffsystems used by respondent
V

,agencies?,, ,

Research uncovered little information as to why cities optfor one tjT)e oflayoff

policy over the other. However,in those organizations where changes were made during

the respondents'tenure there,the changes were accomplished with employee input,
through the collective bargaining process. It is worth noting that the only two cities

surveyed without structured layoffplans are also cities where rank-and-file employees are
unrepresented by collective bargaining groups.

Questibn 6: Is one type of plan more suitable? Can a useful model be constructed?
Research indicates that while one particular type oflayoffplan may not be suitable
for the needs ofall cities, one type ofplan may be more suitable for a given city than

another. For example,ifthe management philosophy ofa city is employee-oriented(the
term"one big family" was encountered several times), ifmanagers feel employee harmony
is important to maintain good service to the community,or ifit is important to have a plan

that is simple and objective to implement,then a seniority-based plan may be more
appropriate than other plans.
Conversely, where management is more concerned with the efficiency with which
public service is conducted, or where the assertion ofmanagement rights is important, a

performance-based or hybrid plan may be more suitable for the organization.
Therefore, successfiil construction ofa model policy is considered unhkely since

no one policy seertis suitable for all organizations. Managers in some organizations extol
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the virtues ofa particular plan, while those in another cannot live with it and will not
consider its use.

Question 7: Is this any more than a political question or a collective bai^aining
issue?

Yes, While it can be either, or both—^thetypeoflayoffplan used by acityis

fundamentally a management philosophy issue. At its core is the preference ofthe city

administrator, who must convince the legislative body(in this case, the city council)ofthe
validity ofthat preference.

In turn,that preference is subject to scrutiny ofthe labor groups through the
collective bargaining process, and might be successfully fought offor compromised by
labor groups who oppose the it. As part ofthe bargaining process, it is also subject to

whatever political influences the stakeholders choose to exert, e.g.,labor groups may
lobby council, push for dismissal ofthe city administrator, etc. Thereby,the issue can
become a political or collective bargaining matter. But unless that preference is opposed

by orie or more stakeholders willing to take specific political or legal action, it will likely
become policy.

Constraints ofthe Study
As outlined in Chapter 3,telephone contact with respondents was extremely hard

to establish, and prolonged the study. As with most surveys,the preferred method here
would have been faee-to-face interviews. Such interviews were ruled out due to time and

expense constraints.
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Although 30 cities were surveyed,those which had never experienced layoffs

There were exceptions: one respondent,a Human Resources Director, was working for a
serious

to have surveyed a larger number ofcities with layoffexperiences.
As the author began this project, equity seemed to be the foremost test of
adequacy ofa layoffplan, and the survey instrument was designed with that in mind. As
work progressed, however, equity gradually gave way to managerial preference as the
prime moving factor behind choice oflayoffpolicy, and the survey instrument seemed a bit
less useful.

Finally,this project began as a management study, and excluded labor

representativesfrom the survey. Doing so forced the author to rely too heavily on
management's perceptions oflabor opinions, and hampered the data analysis. It would

have been more accurate to obtain labor representatives' opinions in a similarly-worded
survey instrument and compared the two, where possible.
Recommendlafions

The author has only three recommendations:

•

In cities that have not experienced layoffs, administrators and their management

staffshould carefully examine the layoffpolicy currently in place for potentiallyproblematic issues such as those detailed in this project.
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•

City administrators should periodically re-visit their managerial philosophy as it

pertains to this topic and all employee-related issues, to insure that policies are in
line with that philosophy.

•

Cities must closely examine theirfinancial positions and development policies with
regard to future revenues and service costs ifthey wish to remain viable as
communities.

What the Future Holds

While the economy shows signs that it has"bottomed-out" and development is
increasing across Southern California,there are still serious revenue issues which must be

addressed by cities. For many cities. Proposition 218 has either struck or is lurking in
wait, ready to remove utility taxes and similar revenue-generating devices fi"om city
treasuries.

As reUable revenue sources dwindle further, more cuts may be inevitable. Some

cities will continue to grow in healthy fashion, while others may have already set a course
toward eventual(and inevitable)bankruptcy. Most, however,will survive after periods of
service cuts and layoffs. Unfortunately, some ofthis latter group will suffer needless

further revenue losses through mismanagement of—and civil litigation arising
from—layoffpolicy administration.

Suggestions for Further Research

The author recommends that anyone doing further research into this topic consider
surveying city administrators for their management preferences, and conducting a
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statistical comparison between those preferences and the types Oflayoffpolicy in place.
The author also recommends that labor representatives be surveyed, as noted earlier in this
chapter.

Q'
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APPENDIX A
LAYOFF POLICY HANDBOOK
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CITY OF GLENDALE
PERSONNEL DIVISION

LAYOFF POLICY HANDBOOK

July 1,1993
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INTRODUCTION

Dear Employee,

I regret the need to write this letter to you, but the City's revenue shortfall and
subsequent budget problems have made layoffis necessary. This layoff action certainly
doesnot reflect on you personally, nor as a Qty Employee. It is a consequence of the
City's current economic situation.

th^Oty and representatives ofthe three employee associations have spent many hours
in meet-and-confer sessions attempting to resolve the budget crises. Although major
cost reductions were accomplished, we were regretfiiUy unable to generate enough
savings to prevent these layoffs

Your employment with the City of Glendale has contributed greatly toward the
^lynmplkhmpnt ofthe orgaiuaation's goals and service to the community. These efforts
are recognized and greatly appreciated.

This handbook has been prepared for employees facing layoff of employment from the

city. The layoff of employees is never eaty. We anticipate a variety of questions
regt^ding this process. This booklet was designed to answer questions which you may
have.

Sbould you desire further information, please contact the City ofQlendale Personnel
Division at 548-2110. Thank you for your cooperation and understanding.
Sincerely,
OTY OF GLENDALE

David H. Ramsay
City Manager
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disclaimer

In the event of any inconsistency or conflict between the provisions of this handbook and
any provisions of the Qty Charter, Municipal Code, Civil Service Rules and

Regulations, Memorandum of Understanding, Administrative Policy Manual or any
other such ofllcial document,such provisions shall supersede the information in this
handbook. This handbook is not an ofllcial document, nor an employment contract,
expressed or implied.
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CaiY OF GLENDALE

I. TAYOFF

?^F.mORtTy POLICY SUMMARY

The following is a summajy ofthe layoff pohcies and procedures used by the Qty of
We have attempted to provide the necessary information and to answer most

questions related to layoffs. While this booklet is quite extensive,it cannot address
every situatioiL Should you have a question or problem that is not addressed in this
handbook, please contact the Personnel Division.
L

Seniority and LavofT Policy
A.

Authorities

Provisions for accomplishing layoffs of employees are stated in the City
Charter, Article XXIV Section 9b -"abolishment of positions"; the
Municipal Code, Chapter 4-"Personnel"; Qvil Service Commission Rules
and Regulations; and the Administrative Policy Manual, Policy 5-3D,

"Layoff. Layoff provisions outlined in the Charter and Administrative
Polity Manual are restated in the Qvil Service Rules and Regulations. All
layoffs will occur in accordance with the guidelines established in Rule XI,
Section 1-3 of the Qvil Service Rules and Regulations and past practice
established in prior layoff.
B.

Explanation of Key Terms

The following teims are explained for their use in this handbook:
1.

The term 'T/iyofr List' is used to define the list of the names of

those permaneUt employees in the classified service who have been
laid off or reduced because of the permanent or temporary

abolishment of any position.
2.

The term "T^ayoff Reinstatement List" is used to define the list used

for the names of those probationary employees in the classified
service who have been laid off or reduced because of the permanent

or temporary abolishment of any position.
3.

The term "Seniority" stands for "seniority within a classification"

based upon length ofservice within a particular classification.
When comparing two employees with continuous service within the
came, classification, the first individual hired or promoted into the
classification would have "seniority" over the second individual.

'Y'
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4.

Hie term 'Service Hme'stands for the "total cumulative service

time with the Qty." It is based upon Ae total length of time an
individual is en^loyed by the Qty in any permanent,full-time,
salaried, classified position.
C

Excemfs From The CM Service Rulesand Regulations Tn ReferenceTo
U^QffS
1.

Chnl Service Rules and Remlations: Rule XT.Section I:
Layoffand abolishmentofpositions

a

Nntice'-NumhPTofEmployeesto he Laid Off
Wheneverit becomes necessary through lack of work orfunds,

or as determined by the City Manager,to reduce the number of
employees, or when a position in the classified service is to be
temporarily orpermanently abolished, the appointing authority
employeesto be laid offor thendrnes and numbers ofpositions
to be abolished.

b.

Notice to Employeesto be Laid Off
Upon receipt tffsudi notice,the Director ofPersonnelshall
ndvise the employees who shallbe lend offand notify the
appointing authority.

Civil Service Rules and Regulations: RuleXT.Section 2:
Seniority jp Lqyoffi

In the everu cfthe abdlbdime^
the reduction and
f^inatioh ofall employeesaffected thereby shallfollow as closely as
practicable the reverse order cfthe lines ofpromotion,ffving credit
according to seniority witliirt thefollqwirig limitations:
a.

Temporary and Probationary Employees
Alltemporary employeesin the classification involved shall be
laid offbefore the probationary employees;probationary
employees beforepermanent employees.

b.

Jhverse Order ofAppointment

Employeessm^ing in a classification involved in a layoffshall
be laid offin the inverse order oftheir appointment to the
classification, with the last one so appointed being thefirst to be
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c.

Etpial or Loweraossifications

Aj^ employeeso ejected mi^ be ossified to an equalor lower
dass^kation in thesames&ies orin a iUfferentfomerfy
occupied dassificaikn, provided he/shehm seniority* over the
person in said dasrifkation and meetsthe minimum
requiranentsfor examinationforsad position.
*For darification,the word seniority in this paragraph
should be interpreted as'service time*.
d.

Thmsfer in Lieu ofLayoff
The City Manager may order thepermanentor temporary

pansfer ofany employeeto arty appropriateposition as
determined by the Director ofPersonnelin order to avoid the
layoffofemplcyees.
e.

Military Leave

Time during which employeeis on leave ofabsence while
engaged in performance ofordered service in the armedforces
ofthe United States ofAmerica, or in the auxiluiries thereof,

and while going to arid returningfrom such oniered service,
shall be included aspart ofthe employee'speriod ofservice in
determining seniority or Ic^offs.
3.

Civil Service Rulesand Regulations: RuleXL Section 3:

ImffLists.

Layofflists shall be established and mainteuned asfollows:
a.

LayoffUst for Laid-OffPermanent Employees

A le^offlist shall be maintmnedfor each classification for all
permanentemployeesin the classified service, other than
probationary employees, who have been laid offor reduced
because ofthe permanentor temporary abolhhment ofany
position, and shall have their namesplaced on the appropriate
layofflist The lists shallfollow as dosely and practicable the
reverse order ofthe Lines ofPromotion and give credit
according to seniority (City QiarterXXIV, Section 9b).
b.

ReinstatementList for Laid-OffProbationary Employees

A probationary employee whose position is permanently or
temporarily abolished and who have not been removed pursuant
to the provisions ofthese rules, shall be placed on the
■ appropriateprobationary reinstatement list ahead ofall other
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employeesthereon exceptotherprobationers whose positions
have been abolished and who have g/reaterseniority.
c.

Pf/rfff/pTi nfLavofFLists

employee who wasplaced i^on a k^offlt^ and has

cpntihuousfy rehteaned thereonfor aperiod oftwo (2)years

shall,(dtheetgtiiWiohofsutdiperiod, beremov^fiom layoff
list and the emplpyt^shdU cease to have dry Civil Service ^ ^

nanding However ifthe^ected &nplpyeerevests in wri^g
priorto the expimtion ofthetwo(2)yeais and the Commission
approves,tiK ernployee miy ooritume onthe It^offlistfor orie
additionaltwo(2)yearperu^
II.

Fhmianation ofT.gvoff and Senioritv P6»ct

This poUQT is suminanzed as follows, based on the Qvil Service Rules and
Relations and past practice.
Glendale's employee pool is considered to be divided into two systems for layoff
purposes;the Qty Sjstem of classified add Gity/programfunded positions,and the
Program System comprised ofFederally mid State funded programs such ^ maiqr
Of the positions housed in the Community Development and Housing Divisioa
Layoffi in one"^tem"shall not impact employees in the other "system". A "City
System"employee wrhpse position is abolished may not bump an employee in the
■;

'/"Program'System".-' '

Part-time unclassified emp^byees are considered to be"temporary unclassified
emplpyees for layoff purposes.

Within a classification in which a layoff is to occur, part-time hours if available

must be laid off prior to any full-time classified employee wdthin that class being
laid off.

A

Position Eliminnted tSeninritv Within Classification)

If a position is elinunated in your Division, the person with least seniority
in that classification within your Division will be laid off unless they are
able to move to another Division. If your position is eliminated, you may

bump a City employee in another Division within that classification, only if
you have greater service time with the City. The bumping process always
begins wnth the most recently hired person in that classification. You may
not bump or displace another employee who has greater service time with
the Qty than yourself.

B.

If Riimned. Rptnrn to Position Previously Held Utilizing That Seniority

If your position is eliminated and you are the employee with the least
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seniori^ in yourjob classiScation, you may be eligible to return to a
formerjob classification ypu have held on a pennanent basis by reveise
order of your promotion to these job classificatioas. To move to your
former job classification your total service time as a Gty employee on a
pennanent full time basis must be greater than that of the person you

"bump" in the lower classification. All attempts to bump begin with the
least senior person in the classification. If you do not have greater service

timft than that employee,you would go on to attempt to bump the next
least senior employee in that classification, provided you have greater total
service time.

C

Least Senior Employee Laid Off

If your seniority in your presentjob classification is less than all other Gty
employees in that same job classification,and your total serviw time as a
Gty employee is less than the total service time of all employees who hold
thejob classifications you have previously held,you will be laid-offfrom
Gty employment and your name placed on a layofflist for your present
job classification.
D.

I^vofT Lists

The layoff list for a particular job classification will contain the names of
all employees laid-offfrom thatjob classification. In the future as
authorized vacancies occur, you will be rehired as determined by seniority,

the most senior person laid off being the first person hired bacL You may
waive,in writing, your right to be rehired in any Division if you do not
wish to work in that Division. This layoff list is active for two years.
E.

Request For Extension Of Layoff List

If you and other former employees are still on the layoff list after two
yeare, you may request of the Gvil Service Commission in writing to retain
your name on the list for an additional period of two years.
F.

Part-Time Employee Laid Off

If you are a part-time employee in a classification affected by layoff,
regardless of the Division, you will be laid off prior to any full-time
employees in that same classification being laid off.
G.

Probationary Emnlovees Promoted From Pennanent Positions

If you are a probationary employee who has been promoted from another
GQ'classification and your new position is eliminated you will return to
your formerjob classification if you have more total service time than
other incumbent employees in that classification.
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H.

Reinstatement List For Laid-Off Pmhfltionanr EmninvPPs

K you are a probationaiy employee whose position has been eliminated
and have not held a previousjob classification in the Qty,you will be laid-

off and your name placed on a Layoff Reinstatement List for yourjob
.-^lass.''.^ ■ ■

L

Layoff Reinstatement List

A Layoff Reiflstatement List will be ranked by seniority and will be
considered for reemplo:^ent only after all people on the LayoffList for

timtjob classifi^tion are rehired. If you are on a LayoffReinstatement
List, there is no absolute guarantee of rehire vrith the Qly. However,
people on a Layoff Reinstatement List are considered for vacancies before
people on Promotional and Open lists.
J.

Hiring Order Policy

In case ofa vacancy the people certified to the Division to fill the vacancy
will be certified from Ifrts in this order.
1.

Layofflist

2. LhyoffReinstatement List - laid off probationaiy employees
3.

Promotional List

4. Reinstatement List - consisting ofemployees who have voluntarily
resigned,separate and apart from any layoffs.
5. Open list
Note: The appointing authority may request certification of names from

Reimtatement List prior to certification from a Promotional List,subject
to Civil Service G)mmission approval.
K.

Layoff and Other Lists

People from layoff list will be rehired to their former job classifiration
by order ofseniority provided that the layoff list is still active. The
Division hiring can only hire the person at the top of the layofflist In

the case of lists other than the Layoff list, a Division may hire any one
of the top three ranked people certified from these lists in accordance
with the Civil Service Rules and Regulations, Rule V,Section 2A.
L.

Life of Layoff Reinstatement List

A Layoff Reinstatement List may exist for up to two years. If there are

still names on the list at the end of two years, they may request in writing,
prior to the expiration of the two year period that the Civil Service

Commission extend them on the list for another two years.
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M

Open Recniitineht

Gty for wMdi you are qualified Although laid-off employees are no
longer eligible to compete for promotional examinations,the
welcomes ydur participation in future open examinations. For information,
please call the Job Information Hotline at(818)548-2127 or periodically
visit the Personnel Division to review posted job bulletins.
IIL

Seniority list

The Personnel Division has completed a airrent classification seniori^ list This
list is o}mpiled for each classification within each Division. The list shows the

most senior employee fiisl thrqu^ the least senior employee last The listing
also shows the hire date in the current classification and the total number of days
in that classification.
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II. EXAMPLE CASES FOR lAYOFFS

Thefollowing are examples ofhow the elimination ofa position
affect the employee concerned as well as other Qty employees.
These are meant to be examples for illustrative purposes only.
All situations, as well as the employees' names and job
histories, are fictitious.
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EmplQygg
Ralph

Hdd

Senior Equipment Mechanic
Equipment Mechanic

I2s!£jbLBB££

DMsiph

12/1/89
12/5/87

Public Works

Division

Position Held

Me

^uipment Mechanic

4/10/90

Public Service

Ralph is a Senior Equipment Mechanic in the Public Works DivisioiL He is also the last
Senior Equipment Mechanic that die City has hired, and,therefore, the least senior. His
position has been elitninhted so he will return to ajob dassificadon he previously held,
which is Equipment Mechanic
are no Equipment Mechanics in his Division to
btimp, so he bumps the least seniorof the Equipment Mechanics in the Ci^ with less
overaU service time than Ralph. The te senior Equipment Mechanic in the Gty is
Mike in the Fnblic Service Division, who is still on probation. Mike has held no
previous permanent stanis GtyjOb classiScations and has less service time than Ralph,
sO he must be separated from Ci^ employment Because he is still on probation, his

name will go on a Layoff Reinstatement List for the dassiEcation of Equipment
Mechanic. He will be considered for reemployment after the people on the Equipment

Mechanic layoff list have all been rehired. Ralph will be placed on a layoff list for
Senior Equipment Mechanic and will be returned to his previousjob classiEcation if a

new Senior Equipment Mechanic position is allocated in any Division. (For enhanced
undersianding of this scenario, please refer to the "Explanation of Layoff and Seniori^
Poligr", Section II, Subsections B and H,pages 4-5 of this handbook.)
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ETCAMPLg TWO

Division

Employee

aa§595 H?ld

Date of Hire

Stacey

Administrative Associate

4/5/90

Larry

Administrative Associate

6/10/90

Public Service

Administrative Associate

Public Works

Customer Service Representative

11/1/90
5/1/88
5/1/86

Admimstrative Assistant

5/5/88

Ted

Admimstrative Assistant

Alex

Public Service

Fire

Stacey is an Administrative Associate in the Public Service Commercial Section. Her
position is eliminated,so she bumps the least senior person in the Public Service
Division in the same classification. The person bumped is Larry, who is also an
Administrative Associate working in the Electrical Section of Public Service. Larry

would then bump the lerat senior Administrative Associate in the City, who is Ted, who
works in Public Works. Since Ted is the least senior Administrative Associate in the

City, he must return to a position he has formerly held, provided that his total service
time as a City employee is greater than at least one of the employees in that lower level
position. Ted was previously an Administrative Assistant, and he has had more total
employment time with the 0ty than Alex, a current Admimstrative Assistant in Fire;so
he bumps Alex. Take notice than Alex has more time as an Administrative Assistant
than Ted, but Ted can bump him from his Administrative Assistant position because he
has a greater amount oftotal service time with the City.
Alex is the last Administrative Assistant that the City hired and has not held a previous

job with the Qty,so he is separated from City employment and his name is placed on a
layoff list When his name comes to the top of the layoff list for Administrative
Assistant he will be rehired to whatever Division has the opening. Ted will also be

placed on a layoff list for his former position of Administrative Associate. (For
enhanced understanding of this scenario, please refer to the "Explanation of Layoff and
Seniority Policy", Section IL Subsections B and C,page 4 of this handbook.)

10
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KYAMPT.E THREE

Employee

PatP Pf Wire

Division

Laura

Planner
j^toinistrative A^odate

12/1/90
12/5/88

Flaaning
Planning

Ricardo

Administrative Assodate

3/17/92

Public Works

Laura is a Planner in the Planning Division. She is also the Planner with the least
seniority in the City. Her position has been eliminated, requiring her to return to ajob
classification she previously held. Hiere are no Administrative Assodate positions in the
Planning Division,so she will"bump" the least senior Administrative Associate in the

Qty,with less tot^ service time - who happens to be Ricardo.
Therefore, Laura will become an Administrative Assodate in the Public Works Division.

Her name will go on the layofflist for Planner, and she will return to her previous
classification of Planner when her name gets to the top of the list and a vacancy occurs.

Ricardo, being a probationaiy employee, will be laid off and his name will go on the
Layoff Reinstatement list for Administrative Associate. He will be cotisidered for
reinstatement as an Administrative Associate after the layoff list for Administrative

Assodate has been exhausted and a vacancy occurs. (For enhanced understanding of
this scenario, please refer to the "ficplanation of Layoff and Seniority Polity", Section H,
subsections B and H,pages 4-5 of this handbook.)

11
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EXAMPLE FOUR

Employee

Mae

Qasses Held

Date of Hire

Customer Service Supervisor

9/8/91
8/1/90
4/18/85

Sr. Customer Service Rep.
Customer Sendee Rep.

Public Service
Public Service
Public Service

Office Assistant I

10/20/87
7/12/85

Public Service
Public Service

Office Assistant I

8/25/87

Plaiming

Mary Ellen Sr. Customer Service Rep.
KeUey

Qivision

A position of Customer Service Supervisor in the Public Service Division is being
eUmiin^ted. Being the most recently hired Customer Service Supervisor in the Public
Service Division, Mae returns to her former classffication of Senior Customer Service

Representative biunping Mary Ellen.

Kote: Mae "btimps" Mary Ellen,even though Mary Ellen has more seniority in "class" as
a Senior Customer Service Representative, because Mae has greater Overall City
seniority or service time.

Mary Ellen would return to the position of Office Assistant lin the Planning Division,
replacing Kelley, the most recently hired Office Assistant I in the City. Because Kelley
has no prior ^assification,she will be laid off and placed on the reinstatement list for
:'Office'Assistant I.

:

Mary Elletfs name will be placed on the layoff list for Senior Customer Service
Representative.

Mae's name will be placed on the layoff list for Customer Service Supervisor.

(For enhanced understanding ofthis scenario, please refer to the "B^lanation of Layoff
and Seniority Policy", Section IL Subsections B and C,page 4 of this handbook.)
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RyAMPI^ FIVE

employee

OassesJisM

Mark

Fire Captain

Jess

Patg Qflfirg ^

Fire Engineer
Firefighter

7/1/85
9/1/79

Fire Engineer

4/2/88

Hre

.Firefighter
Bob

Fire Engineer

Firefighter

2IZJT1

Mark is a recently hired Fire Captain,whose position is being abolished. Mark has the

inmmhftnK: The fiist persop Mark will attempt to butnp is Bob,since Bob^the least
seniority in that classification. Bob,however has greater total service time wiUi the City
than Mark,so Mark cannot bump him.

Mark must now try to bump Jess, who has been a Fire Enpneer longer than Bob,but
hasjess total service time than either Bob or Mark.

Mark will take Jess' position as Fire Engineer and Jess wll return to his former
classification of Firefighter.(Refer to Section 11, Subsection B,page 4.)

13
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111. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS OM LAYOFF POLICY
Question:

IfT am laid-oflTand rehired to the same iob classification. w4>at.
v^n hv salary be?

Answer:

The Division Head,with the approval ofthe Gty Manager,shall set

your salaiy range when you are rehired.
Question:

Iff am laid-off. can f annlv for any fntnre'open' positions and,
i^flin on a layoff or reinstatement list?

Answen
3.

Question:

If T am recalled to Citv emploYment. will I get mv old iob back in
the Division T Iliad ttt wo^^ for?

4.

Answeh

Not necessarily. Laid-off employees will be rehired into the
Division where the vacancy occurs, with the laid-off employee with
the most seniority being hired first.

Question;

Do T have to take the iob?

Answer:

5.

Question:

No. You can waive consideration for that particular job and the

next person on the layofflist tan accept

you turned down,

tf T pet rehired hv another Division after a lavofT. or if I"bunrn'
another iierSon in another Division with less seniority, do I have to
start another nrobationarv period?

Answer:

No, as long as you had completed probation prior to being laid
ofL

6.

Question:

If T am fl nart-time empiovee and laid-ofT. do I go to a lavoff or
reinstatement list for mv old iob?

7.

Answen

Neither. There are no seniority rights for part-time employees.

Question:

If I am being laid-off. and I have greater seniority in mv
classification than another employee in the same classification in a
federallv-fiinded unclassified oroyram in the Community
Develonment Division, can I bump that emnlovee?

14
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Answer

No. Bumping wiU not occur across the lines of Qty-funded
positfons and federally-funded unclassified positions. QQt
tiiTiriftH ciassified employees have no right to bump fuli'time

federaUy-finided imc^

employees in case ofa feyoS

Likewise, when federal funding expires on the federally-funded

unclassified positions,these employees have no right to bump
dassified City-funded employees.

8.

Question:

How long is a Lavoffor LayoffReinstatement list food for?

Answer:

Two years. People laid-off can individually request the Civil Service
Ci^nunission to approve a two year extension, prior to the expiration

Ofthe^t two year period.

are reminded to

nionitor the e:q>iration date of the layoff list they appear on,as well
as notify the PersOnhei Division when there is a change of address
or phone nuniber.
Question:

Answer

Tft ImoW r am going to be laid-oft but 1 resiipn to take another iob
befbrie that lavofToccure. am 1 eligible to be pUt on the lavOfTliSt?

No, but you may request to be put on a regular Reinstatement

List Ibis request must be made ofthe Ciyil Service Conunission
within one year from the date you resign; however,you cannot
make the request until three months have passed from the day you
terminate your employment with the City.
Id.

Question:

If I am a nrohationaTV employee who has been laid-ofT. will my
name be placed on a Reinstatement List with the neoole who
resigned their position prior to the lavofT?

Answer

No. TwO completely separate Reinstatement Lists are created: the
Layoff Reinstatement List isCreated for laid-oll prohationary

employees,and the regular Reinstatement List is for employees who
have voluntarily resigned. People on the Layoff Reinstatement List
are considered for re-hire before people on the regular

Reinstatement list,because the latter left the City by their own

^choice. ;:V';
lli

Question:

in am a probationary emoiovee and I am iaidwiir and rehired from
the Layoff Reinstatement List: will I receive any credit towards the
completion of mv probationary period for mv prior service?

Answer:

Depending on the similarity of your new assignment to that of your
previous one in the same classification, you may,at the discretion of
15
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the Division head, receive soine credit tow^ tie coidpIetiGa of
your probationary period. It is possible,however,that you wiil be

required to eoinpiete an entire new pfobarionaiy perioA
12.

Question:

iff am laid-offfiroin mv old Division and rehlred or"bomned* to
another Division, how can 1 retgm to Wiv former Pivision?

Answer:

13.

Question:

IfI had a temporary job or a bart^ime iob with the atv before 1

finally not a nermanent position with the Cltv. win this temoorarv
or ]

Answer:
14.

Question:

No. Oiily tune spent as a pennanent full-tiine employee will count
IfIworked for the Citvibra couple of years,then resigned for a

time?

Answer:

Yfes, il

your total service tiine with the City.
15.

Question:

Answer:

J

If l am laidmff and have received tuition reimbursement from the

No.

misconduct, you would have to pay the money back. But not in the
case of a layoff.
16.

Question:

Do temporary nnclassified employees go on a Layoff or
Reinstatement list? -V';

Answer:

Neither. Temporary unclassified employees have no property

interest rights to their jobs and are not covered by Civil Service.

16
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17/

duestion:
Answen

IfI am

mavlfile fer UiwmPiovmem

Yes.

DepartmentOpce.
18.

Question:

IfI am

.yacatioiT

time and overtime?
Answen

Yes,for accrued unused cotnp time, overtime and vacation. You

yp not be paid for unused si<^ leave. If you retire, boweyer,and

have accumtdated over 160 da}^ of unused sick leave, you can
convert Pose unused sick leave days over 100 to medical insurance

coverage into your retirement Details on aommnlated sick leave at
retirement are available in Pe Personnel Division.
19.

Question:
back?
Answer:

20.

Yes. AH adoiuniilated sick leave will be reibsi^ited.

Questipn:
Answer:

Withm the affected classifications, temporaiy and part-time
employees are laid off before probationary employees and

probationaty employees are laid off before permanent employees.
Permanent employees are laid off by semority wiPin the job
classification

21.

Question:

What ifI started mv emnlovment in mv Current iob class at the
same time as another cmnlovee in the same classification^ How do
we

purposed oflayoff?
Answer:

seniority. If they both began on the same date and shift, Pe
employee wiP the lowest requisition certification number is the
more senior employee;
22.

Question:

IfI am called un to active militarv service while I was a Citv
emnlovee. is mv service time considered as oart of mv total
seniority?

Answer:

Yes. Time during Which employee is on leave of abseride while
engaged,in performance of ordered service in the armed forces of
17
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die Umted Stated of America, or in the auxiliaries thereof and

whiie going to and rehuiihg from such ordered service, shall be
included as part ofthe employee's period ofservice in determining
seniofiQr or layoffs.
23.

Quiestioii:

IfI am on a lavofTor reinstatement list for a certain fob

classification, can I accept a iob in a vacant lower level class If I
have never held that iob before?

Answer:

Yes,but only ifi 1)yoii meet miniffliini qualifications for the
position;2)the Division is mllihg to accept you;3)there is no

luting layofr or remstatetnent list for this lower classificadon(they

Wotild have priority). If the Qtyis able to place you in this vacant
dassifidadon,you are subject to a new probadonaiy period.
24.

Question:

IfI do accent a iob in a vacant lower level classification, does mv

name imnain on the LaTOiflJst lbr the higher classification?
Answer:

25.

26.

' Yes,

Quesdon:

IfI am laid.oirfrom mv iob at the Gitv. will inv name still remain
on oromotional examination lists for other fobs?

Ansuren

No. You are no longer considered an active City employee.

Question:

IfI am laid-ofi'., mav I continue mv current medical and dental

coverage?
Answer:

v:;

Your medical and dental coverage will normally terminate on the
last day ofthe month in which you were laid-off. You may elect to
continue your medical and dental coverage under the provisions of
COBRA. Please contact the benefits desk of the Personnel Division
for further details.

27.

Question:

If I am laid.bif. does the Citv orovide anv tvne of severance nav to

affected emplovees?
Answer:

Terminated employees will receive accumulated vacation,
compensatoiy time, overtime and court dme. This payment is
generated by receipt of the terminating employees* separation
paperwork.
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28.

QuestioH:

Iff am hmnnftri or volnntarilvtraiisferred to « lower leygl

HiissificatioT^, wharwiH mv new salary bet
Answen

The Giy will attempt whenever possible to set yoiw salary at the
^aiTift step alignment whidi you were receiving at your higher-Ievei
job classiiScation, with the exception ofM step. For example,an
employee receiving Cstep in his/herformer salary range would
receive Cstep in his/hernew salaryrange. Employees receiwng M

step would revert toEstepin the lower-level clas^cation. ^1

salary Step ag^ignrnftnts me made at the discretion of the Divisioii
Head,and with the approval of the CSty Manager,
29.

Questioii:

if T have not tfllcen liiv Floating Holidays this vean will I get paid
ofTfor them when r termiaate from the Qtv?

Answer:

The employee must utilise any floating holidays prior to their last
day ofemplojhnent with the Qty.

30.

Question:

Aiiswer:

Wnw does a layoff and possible rehire afTect niv vacatlen beueflt?

When you teririuiate you are paid offfor all vacation days

accurnulated and miused as of that dater If you are rehired after a

layo^ your vacadon bank will be emp^,but you will begin earning
vacatiori at the same rate per year that you held prior to being laid

off. If you are rehired you will be eligible to take your vacation
example,if you were earning 15 days per year prior to your layoff
you would once again begin earning 15days per year following the

leave under the same conditions as a newly hired employee. For
first year of your rehire.
31.

Question:

If mv positton has heen abolished and I return to my former

classincation. who will1 fae bumnlna in mv former ciassification?
Answer:

Yon will attempt to bump the least senior employee in that

classification, provided you have greater over^l service time vnth
the City. If you do not have greater overall service time than that
employee, you will attempt to bump the employee with the second
least amount ofseniorify in that classification, again,provided you
have more service time. This cycle goes on until you are able.to

bump an employee with lessoverall service time than you,or it is
deterriiined that you have no further bumping rights.

19
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32.

Question:

Tf T nm a nart-tlme employee with over ten years of total serylcg

time with the Cftv. can I be bumped bv a fall-time emplpyee in py
elflssifieatinn with onlv one year of service time?
Answer:

33.

Question:

Yes. Part-time employees within a given classification are always
the fiist to be bumped,regardless of total service time.
Tf T am a lateral transfer Police ORicer. do I get,seniority credit for
the time I w>rfcp<i for another Police Department?

Amwer:

No. The only seniority or service time granted for any employee is
that earned while employed by the City of Glendale.

34.

Question:

Tf T am transferred to another Division in mv current fob

elassincatinn or"bumned' to a lower level iob classification because
aflayoffs, dn I get a choice of where I can
Answer:

No. The layoff procedure requires that you bump the employee
with the least seniority within a classification. The Division where
this occurs will is where you will be placed.

34.

Question:

What happens ifI refuse to accent a transfer or'bump'to another
J&J22

Answer:

The only alternative is a layoff.
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IV^ f;gPARATlON'PRQ^ESimE.;;:"Y^

SEPARATION FROM KMPIilYMENT ,
• v " ,'■
^ '
Prior to final work day with the City, you should obtain a''S®P^^don Clearance
Form"{C-302)from your supervisor, which surnmariaes the separation procedure,
the foUowiug is a briefsuinmaiy of the Awous steps you should follow when
separating from emplOyruBut,due to layoft
1.

Diyisional Separation & Clearance

M tools, keys,uniforms,ideiitiflcad
the Qty must be remrned to your divfeion.

2.

Personnel Division

and dental insurance. An exit interview wili be conducted to gather your
feedback. ■

City Clerk ;

, v-

Your parking pemut must be returned to the Cify Qerlds office.
'4.,' ■

Credit Union

Although you may continue to hold accounts with the Credit Union, you
must still check-in to review your accounts' status prior to separation.
5.

Emnlovees' Association

If you are a member of one of the three non-management employee
associations, you must close out yOur membership status prior to
separation.
iFinance and Administrative Division

Ibe Finance and Administrative Serrices Division issues your final

monetary transactions have been settled.
B.

BENEFITS
1.

T': ■

Medical and Dental Insurance

A conversion policy is available for both the indemnity(Provident)and
the Group Pre-Paid (Cigna) medical plans. Please make rm appointment

at the benefits desk in the Personnel Division for information and further

■ ■■'assistance.
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::^2. .

Public
/'v'
Upon layofffrom the City yoii mast select one ofthe three(3)options
listed'below: .f' -./V'

a.

'

If you have less than five(5)yems total service time with the
your retiretnent contribution refimd, plus interest earned, will be

. v''- ■ '"■refimded'in.fidh >;

b.

\

If your employment with the
exceeds five (5) years, you may
dioose to let your contributions remain in the retiremeht fund.
Your contribution can be withdrawm at aImer date hf you wish,:

a

If your employment with the
exceeds five (5) years and you
believe that your layoff from employment with the 0ty will last for
less than one year, you may choose to have your contributions
remain in the retirement fund. Your contributions will continue to
earn interest compounded annually.

After yOur selection is made, the Report of Status Change form (available
at the benefits desk of the Personnel Division) is completed and signed by

you, then it is forwarded to PERS for appropriate action on the option of
your choice. PERS requires a minimum of one month to process a refund
's. - .'■

Credit Union

You may continue your Credit Unionmembership following layoff.
Loans may continue to be secured along with savings accounts. 0jntact
the Credit Union at (818) 548-3976 for more details;
4.

Life Insurance For Management Employees

v

The City-paid life insurance coverage ends upon separation from the City,
5.

Deferred Comoensation

If you have a deferred compensation account, you must fill out a deferred

compensation withdraw^ form within sixty days of your separation, to

choose how and when yOu want your payments made. Youmay also
request to freeze your accoimt until a later date. Tbere is always the
opportunity to withdraw funds in the event of aht emergency situation.
Contact the Finance and Administrative Services Di>^ioh at extension

2085 for further information regarding deferred compensation.
FINAL CHECK

Your final paycheck will be determined as follows;
1.

Wages. ComnTlnie. Vacation

Tlie Payroll Section of the Rnance and Administrative Services wiir )
"• ' .
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■■

.

^

determme the amount of your final paycheck, mcludiiig wages,

compensatory time and vacation Hiere is no cashout for unused sick
leave.

2.

Floating Holidays

You will not be paid or any floating holidays which you have not used
during the course of your emplojment with the Qty of Glendale.
Employees must take all floating holidays prior to separation.
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V: UNEMPLOYMENT G0MPENSAT1GM IN

imemployment insuranto(til)benefits and assists idcfividuals in^dingjobs.

Uneinployment insurance is not cbaiity or weli^e; Cafifomia einployeFS pay the
costs ofilheinploynieniinsurance to provide you with regular inconte when you
are out of work ihrough nofault of yourown.
B.

FITJNGYOim CLAIM

To ffle a claim you need;
1.
Z

to be totally or partially unempltqred
to know your ajrrect social securiity nuiuber

3.
4.

to know the name and address of your last employer

names and addresses of all employers for the last nineteen months,

including employers inother states.
As sOon as you become uneroployed, go to the nearest Employment
Development Department Office. The office in Glendale is listed below; other
offices are listed in the telephone book under "California, State of".
Employment Development Department
1255 South Central Avenue

Glendale, California 91204-2597
(818)247-1321
C.

FIRST PAYMENT OR CLAIM

First payment on a new claim wilt usually be sent about two and one-half to three
weeks after filing.':'■
D.

ELlCIBlLTTY

In Order to receive benefits you must be:

1.
2.
;■■ 3.

physically able to work
available to accept work
actively seeking work-';,-' ,':
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Redpienti must inake feasdnable efforts to find work daring the benefit period.
The EDP requires that you list on the continued claim form all employers
contacted during the week for which you claim benefits. They will provide you
E.

AFFtrrrnsTG

1.
2.
3.

F

voluntarily quit your lastjob
voluntarily retired from your lastjob
were discharged firbm your lastjob for misconduct

4.

refused to take suitable work

5.

failed to apply for a;job when referred by the HDD office

6.
7.

failed to make reasoiiable effort tb find employment
make false statements or withheld information

8.

failed to report on regular report day.

FIT E rT AlM EARi;y

the State nfr^lifornia Employment Development Department The sooner you

file your claum the sooner you vrill be eligible to begin receiving unemployment
benefit checks, '
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. .;XV.: RE-EMPIjOYMfeNt^^P^

^

At the time the Qty*s economic situation improves and aathoi^tidn to fill a vacancy
created by this layofif is granted, the rehiring process will proceed as outlined below.

The "hiring" division will receive names of eligibles for rehire in the following otden
:%

UXO¥FU^

classification by order ofseniority. The most seioior person laid bfi will be the
first name on the list ^en a layoff list is used, the fairing division is allowed to

hire only the person at the top ofthe list. No additional names are certified to
/;■•'the'division. ■ ■
2.

L^FF REINSTAIEMENT LIST

If no .

of probationary employees who have been laid off will be used. Again, the most
senior pemon laid off will be the first name on the list When a layoff
reinstatement list is used, the division is allowed to lure Only the person whose

name is on the top of the list No additional ntunes are rert^ed to the diyision.
If neither a layoff or layoff reinstatement list exists> or ifthey have expired,
1.

PROMOTIONAL LIST;

2. ■ ■ " ■ ■

apart from any layoffs)i*
3. ■ .: ■■; ::.0PEN'LIST: .:

Service CJorninission approval.
pre-placement process

At the tinie you are rehired, you will follow the normal employee processing procedure
prior to commencing re-employment with the City:
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You will receive a pre-placement medical examination from Employee Health
Services. Upon your successfiil compietion of this erflminarinn your division
willbe advised and you wfll be given a starting date. Prior to your first day of re
employment, you
2.

be required to complete the following documentation:

Fingerprint forms.

3.

W-4 Form,Income Tax Withholding Form.

4.

Emergency Notifrcation Card.

5.

Employee Eligibili^ Form (1-9).

6.

Medici/Dentallhsarance and Retirement application forms.

You ^11 also receive and sign for copies ofthe Worlq)lace Harassment Policy,Privacy in
the Workplace Policy, and Supervisors Manual(if appropriate).

Depending upon whether you worked for the rehiring division in the past,you will be

given a departmental orientation introducing you to your new work environment, your
co-workers, and the general procedures followed by the department or section in which
you will be working.

It is the City's sincere hope that all employees involved in this layoff will be reinstated
into their original classifications at some time in the future. We encourage you,
however,to pursue any available open recruitments in the City for which you are
qualified during this most difficult time.
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APPENDIX B

MORENO VALLEY LAYOFF POLICY
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flw bilwic*^the currant fiteal y»ar. tha dapar&nant ahd pSsca and Idnd m itianma
posaion In dw fofiowing year's parsonwi budgal Redanlfleationsart normajV dona wih tha
adepdon ofthe(Iscai year budQA butin^be dona at other tknaa
promotions, w unit modffieationa. lite Human Reaouroes Olbeer may conduct obieetfve.nm
eompetlthn)axwninaUonsto astabM qualfficationa forthe pMidon.

The salary ofan empfoyea in a pos^thatforei^iBad shalbe daformlnad asfoSotn:
*•

CtawltieatteBW^iSarnagalafvnanpar WthanfltiaanteTMd«ffiaBadta««>ai««W/>««n«

thesame nriaryrangeas ^e^eusCiusSeadon,and Vdfotncumbmttiaappqinfodfo
theradassiflsd position^ tha saiary rate and the aaiary annlwwaary dataoftheampioysa

shall not change, the provli^ ShSB also apply to the cfi««ga of ciasaMcstlcin t^.
provfoad there to no ehinga In the bHfo duties ofthe dSssineadon.

2.

Ctassfficatlon with Htahar Salary Ranpa: ffthe position to radwsffiad td a ctasslflcatton
with a highar salary rarqje than the prevtmrs cisssifioidon, and fthe toeumbent to
ito»pointed to the reeiasSiSed positiori, ha orstieshall be companaaied at0)0step Inthe

new salary range which comes newestto butnotless manfire(SJ percentf^hertfmn

thestep heorshe held Intheprevioussalary range. TheIneumbenrssalary ennlvarsary
' dme shall notchange.',

3.

Classffieatlon vwth LewarfialaivPanpe: IfthepotMantorariaaeaadtea

^

the rectoasMad pwia^,thedto Managw mayapproveaV-raiesatorytormeemployee
It me employee to at the top step. Omerwise the empioyaa's new aalaty at ma to^
grade shsM be placed at a step which yields a salary dosestto^ but not less than, the
current salary. The incumbent's salary annivaraary date ahal not change. Normaiy.

benafiia vvn not beY-raied. utdass spacffically approved by the Oly Manager.
« wwMwvHiwaaanesi «>iato WiffVAiO WIHt UIV 11191 VfVfKffip 09^010pWf PVIIOQ auVf

me rectossificatfon toapproved bythe(Oty Manager, AnycompletelynewclawMeatlon,one not

toted In ma Classifieation Roster,must be adopted l»y the City Counei before It to approved.

S.^gLAYQPPS/REDUCnON.IN'POHCEfftgCALL: The City Managermay toy off pannanantand

probatlooaryworkersatanytimef»Itwkofvvorfc,budgetaryraasons,tsetmofogicatchariget,of

omar city actimtathat necMSitata a raducUon in the workforce. Allaamfour waaka notlea ahal

be giventoeny employee whototo belaid olf. Attha Cliy Manager'sdtocrattoa ademotlon or
eantfar to anomer dapwimafnor toassiSeation
ba mada to pravanta
previdad tha
medassiiicadoa TheOepartmernHeeds,tocmteultailon wimthe Human RaaoweaaOfHcer,and
as approved by ma City Manager,wil affam ma layofto.

Seduction fri forgg. when K baeomae naasaaryto reducethe workforce to the taty,the Cly

Managershall des^natethajob ctossffii^lon,dhtolen,daparunant,oromarorgantoatienal unit
to ordw to atotct a reduction to the wode (Oroa. (>>nt>*ul; fomporary, aaasonal; or Intoal
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shsX bftl^d offfln^ Althou^^

olwttoffos^- It Is ncff

tosSowJs^ off

omployeeo^to*bump'tmployM*in eftw dsssiik^iom. ProbaHonary promotlomilomployooo
who V*Iffid off•tws bo rotumed to their fOtwof du^lleottoa aip>^Who Oot^lovm
pwMom or tionofert in feu iff liqNiff Ohag be pieced « astep which

a sWaiy cioeeetto

'.Ourrent^salary, •

lE^ef yf liffygfP The order ofla^ofcareer employe shal be made It aceordanoe

a

•yatem w^iichfavors retention ofthe more medtorioueempioyees,based uponevaiuaibn bfffte
foOowing factors fci the lihed order of bnpwtance:
&

the most recent periormance evaluation raoord once finabed ami Ifed In Human

Ifesour^except when an empioyee hasless than one year smtodte vWlh the C«y. In
thaicase,only seniority wffl be used.
the precedhg twehw (lib morrths

, ©.

Vy...

: seniority(length ofserWee in a career pMWon)

-I. ;■ .In^theC^'■ y
z ^ ■ ■ iithe^sifieationy"
3.

d.

In the department

for employees who are equalliperformance and seniority, as esiablshadIna.HB. above;

prefereriee ww be given to those with the most vetersiW prefereitee pcdnts (exehidlhg
military retirees with 20 ormore years;)

Other exceptional cWctanstanCes to deviate from this policy may hciude the destrabfflty of
maintainliga department or worK unit with adequate staffing to perform requled senrice, and
maintaining empioyeesInthe dassfficeUon,deptartment or seettanwhohsveihe

/ ;IV9rK-fiV|lSdt)S8.

SSiSSBOiX' Senlofity fe d0tofrtiihdd ffom the dey of officle} eppdintnieitt to 8
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regular empioyee. providedtaat any regular empl^ae vWio, as arasuffofpromOffoni trar^jb^^
Wrtintary demotidn, is appointed to a regular positionInanother departaimt shaBlor purpMes
Ot layoff, carry seniority previousiy acquired over to the new departrnent

SWiiorlty Shancontinue toaccrue duringperiods of vaeetion, siddeave,layoffni^exceeding two
0 years, any authorized leave of absence of less than tiiree (9 moritiia or calto thiffii^

Serviee tor the duration of the caH to duty. Seniority ehal not aeentadurfcn taiy btiWif Im«s4cIn

' continumjsservtee.' '' '

•

Plhffr Pefcigs: The (Sty may caBbachas a temporary employee wilhta tiiellrat year after iaycff
any Idd off empioyee who is on the relhstatement fet vvlwr the^e^
is quaWed to !■ a
vacancy of a ful-time petition. Once that temporary effipibyw h»worked^ff^ one year in tftat
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ttjf C»jf,tmorthtshaiNrainstxtod itin^wT wnpteyit wift

biiiMlr«eiiv« ctntf b«n»f!!t untltuen lim» m
potiSi^ it btKigitid. llnM t»v9
yMhawiilipsdd «rom ihtd«^ ofiayK>9,h« or tiw tlulbipiaM In ihttatMr^^p^ .
MtWcition raid tmpieyM ww kwraintirjy traraliirrad fromfor uptotk(iQ mmthtfrom tftt
•toedra difo Oftfm invobmtiry irratfor m tim ovontofiiyoft,

aiaesiaQBaQt An tmpfoyra wfw wptM oihrnm bo tormirattd far fiSuro fo accopf
rratti^raont mrattrminittand bo piacad on tho ffointfoiomaiit Listfffooomployta it bairm
rratt^nod toa prawon prtvipusv oeetfoitd byonompfoyra «dio«miaid

ioeddt^dM ofdm offeesra dafo Ofjraiforaalgnmont
umfw this aoedon shtf notify tbo dtpartrmnt In wrWi^ of Itiafoor dodaien at laaat ttM m
wtfrking dara p^fotrafifteiivo dam(d roattisnfflrat Suchtonntnatlonthaiboonthotamo
dafo ra tim roaaaigrmarM woufo ifoyo bnnoffoedvo.

Mssffi^msisUiSt 'i^ narnoofavory ragtilarompioyooMitiaM olL tranBiaro^ or alaett to

dameiotoaformorly held dassflleraenin thotamodraartmanttor Iwigtrthan era pay padod

duo to a Raductiomln-Forco,thd be piacad on the Rainttatramnt Usi Vacandwfo ba Olad
Mfria dopartmont tbal bo offemd,ffrtt in order ofporformaneo,tofodMdualtnamed on the
Rainstmofflant Utt vfoo atthe t&na oftim RaducliorHn>fdfoo, bald a po^on in Mfotno Job
ciaaaSeatlon yMin the draailmantra iba vacancy to boiBad.

fodlvidud namea may ba ramovad from tbe RainstatomantLMfor any oftbofofoaving maaOna:
1.

Hw expiration oftwo(9 years frcra tba data of plaoemanton the Bat
frrnn wtdch tfia employea wm laid off.

Faluro to respond wtttin 14 raiarfoar days of mailing of a coitltlad i^larding
ovaBabffity for em^oymam.

a rfotieo oframstatamantto a posdon,tbawd ml^MRdfraimtnaneifo
&

Raquem in writing to bo removedfrom the Rat

Status on Re^aiovmwit! A regM tmpleyaa vdfo hat bora lafo Off or tamiinafotfo lau of
roastigtHnant and it re^mployadfo a regdar positiwi wNhintwo(2j yoaio from the dafo of hto
laymr or termination ahal bo ent«M to:

t.

Boy baeir and thereby rettpre a# alcJt and vaMen leave medilad to dm amplDyeat'
aKoumtmthedatoofiayoifbrtarmymtionandatthatamoratoraiwaitold Qriginaly>

bofUDy paid back wM*tk^^ montht oftlm raforn to work.
;a5.
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a..
a

va^stion iMvt.
4.

iwNoh h«/«h« wmlaid Off orfsrmina^

-Ifi'ddvanca. ■

■

iNo^^ p

outsldO City emptoyrnent

bt hlrtd In a caraw poaltlbn in ffia diffatad

eiassfficition or on* daaeiflOation lowar m tita awna oaaer ladder at ffii one bi wtildi the
:""'ampioyaa waa laid oft'
Conilnuation of ffeneflls: Thosa who era laM off thai have their iriadicil itauri^ bwiafftt

eontmoad tothe and ofthe tacond mnithfoOOwing 1h«
are not covered by another medical plan at thaitthft
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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TELEPHONE SURVEY

City Surveyed; ■
Date:

^ ■■
•

.

Population:. ' '

Time:

"

Employee interviewed: ■ . 'V'-. ,

Position:

8.

Do you currently have a layoffprocedure in place?

2.

IfYes,what type ofpolicy?

3.

Has your city experienced layoffs in the past 10 years?

4.

From an 1

Performance

Seniority

Y

Hybrid

N

Other

: Y

N

Y

N

the layoffs vvere to implement. l=easy lO^xcruciating

5.

Was there a laypffprocedure in place prior to implementation?

6.

Did employees yiew the procedure as fair?

7.

Whattype ofpolicy was in place prior to implementation? Per Sen Hyb 0th

8.

Wastherea need to amend these proceduresjust before or during die process?

Y

N

N
9.

10.

Afterthe layoffs,did productivity improve?

12.

Wliattype ofplan would management mostlike to see? Per Sen Hyb 0th

97

Y

N

13.

Whattype would labor groups prefer?

Per Sen Hyb 0th

14.

What do you see as the largest current problem with your present policy?

15.

How would you improve it to meet your city's needs?

16.

Are there any other comments you'd like to make?

Ifthey'd like a copy ofthe survey results, enter mailing address below:
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